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FOREWORD

Chinese-Russian security relations directly concern many subjects of interest to the Strategic Studies Institute. These areas include regional conflicts, nonproliferation issues, and military force balances. Given the importance of these two countries in international affairs, however, almost any foreign policy action of their governments affects some American national interest.

For almost 2 decades, China and Russia have been strengthening their security ties. Nonetheless, as this monograph makes clear, the relationship between Beijing and Moscow remains in flux. In some cases, they share overlapping interests. In other instances, they compete for power and wealth, particularly for oil and gas resources.

Many factors will affect Sino-Russian ties—including developments within China and Russia as well as external events. As part of this mix, American policies will also have some impact on the future foreign behavior of both countries.

Although Washington should attempt to develop good security relations with both countries, American policymakers must also prepare to respond effectively should relations between these two great powers evolve in ways that threaten core American values and interests. This monograph suggests some policy proposals to that effect.

DOUGLAS C. LOVELACE, JR.
Director
Strategic Studies Institute
SUMMARY

Since the end of the Cold War, the improved political and economic relationship between Beijing and Moscow has affected a range of international security issues. China and Russia have expanded their bilateral economic and security cooperation. In addition, Beijing and Moscow have pursued distinct, yet parallel, policies regarding many global and regional issues. Yet, Chinese and Russian approaches to a range of significant subjects are still largely uncoordinated and at times conflict. Economic exchanges between China and Russia remain minimal compared to those found between most friendly countries, let alone allies. Although stronger Chinese-Russian ties could present greater challenges to other states (e.g., the establishment of a Beijing-Moscow condominium over Central Asia), several factors make it unlikely that the two countries will form such a bloc.

Unlike during the Cold War, China and Russia no longer fear engaging in a shooting war. For example, the two countries have largely accepted their common border. Yet, tensions persist due to illegal Chinese immigration into Russia, as well the inability of Chinese authorities to halt the spillover of pollution from China into Russia. In particular, Russians worry about the long-term implications of China’s exploding population for Russia’s demographically and economically stagnant eastern regions, a situation some Russian leaders already consider to be a major security threat.

In some respects, China and Russia should be natural energy partners. Chinese energy demand is soaring, and Russia’s oil and gas deposits lie much closer to China than the more distant energy sources
Africa and the Persian Gulf. Nonetheless, economic and political differences relating to their energy security have continually divided the two countries, reducing the prospects for creating an exclusive energy bloc in Eurasia.

For over a decade, Russian military exports to China have constituted the most important dimension of the two countries’ security relationship. Russian firms have derived substantial revenue from the sales, which also helped sustain Russia’s military industrial complex during the lean years of the 1990s. China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA) was able to acquire advanced conventional weapons that Chinese firms could not yet manufacture. This situation is changing. The Chinese defense industry has become capable of producing much more sophisticated armaments. Moscow confronts the choice of either seeing its Chinese market decrease dramatically or agreeing to sell even more advanced weapons to Beijing with the risk of destabilizing military force balances in East Asia.

In their public rhetoric, Chinese and Russian leaders appear the best of friends. They speak as if they share a comprehensive vision of the direction in which they want the world to evolve over the next few years. Their joint statements call for a multipolar international system in which the United Nations and international law determine decisions regarding the possible use of force. Chinese and Russian government representatives also stress traditional interpretations of national sovereignty rather than the promotion of universal democratic values or other ideologies. Yet, Beijing and Moscow continue to differ on important global issues, including ballistic missile defense (BMD) and military operations in space.
The Chinese and Russian governments have expressed concern about efforts by the United States and its allies to strengthen BMD capabilities. Their professed fear is that these strategic defense systems, in combination with strong American offensive nuclear capabilities, might enable the United States to obtain nuclear superiority over China and Russia. Despite their mutual concerns, Beijing and Moscow have never collaborated extensively in this area. For example, they have not pooled their military resources or expertise to overcome U.S. BMD technologies. Nor have they pressed in coordinated fashion other European or Asian countries to abstain from allowing U.S. BMD systems to be deployed on their soil.

As in other spheres, China and Russia have both parallel and conflicting interests in outer space. The two governments have long been concerned over U.S. military programs in this realm. In response, Chinese and Russian delegations to various UN disarmament meetings have submitted joint working papers and other proposals to begin multilateral disarmament negotiations to avert the militarization of space. In addition, Beijing and Moscow have independently issued broad threats intended to dissuade the United States from actually deploying space-based weapons. Despite their overlapping interests in countering U.S. military activities in space, Russia has been very circumspect in cooperating with China’s space program. The Russian position likely reflects recognition that many aerospace technologies have direct military applications.

Central Asia perhaps represents the geographic region where the security interests of China and Russia most intersect. Their overlapping security interests have manifested themselves most visibly
in the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. Yet, this harmony of interests arises primarily because Beijing deems the region a lower strategic priority than does Moscow, which still views Central Asia as an area of special Russian influence. China’s growing interest in securing Central Asian oil and gas could lead Beijing to reconsider its policy of regional deference.

In East Asia, China and Russia are mutually concerned with the evolving political, military, and economic situation on the Korean peninsula, which borders both countries. In all three dimensions, the two governments have thus far pursued largely independent but parallel approaches toward both North and South Korea. In terms of influence, however, Beijing enjoys a clearly dominant role, while Moscow often struggles to maintain even a supporting position. Their policies towards Japan and Taiwan also are not well integrated. Beijing considers its ties with Tokyo and Taipei as among its most important bilateral relationships, whereas Moscow manages its relations with both states almost as an afterthought.

The limits of foreign policy harmonization between China and Russia are also visible in South Asia, where the two governments have adopted sharply divergent positions on critical issues. For instance, despite recent improvement in Chinese-Indian relations, Russia’s ties with New Delhi still remain much stronger than those between China and India. Persistent border disputes, differences over India’s growing security ties with the United States, competition over energy supplies, and other sources of Sino-Indian tensions have consistently impeded the realization of a possible Beijing-Moscow-New Delhi axis.

The Chinese and Russian governments have pursued parallel but typically uncoordinated policies in
the Middle East. Both want to sell Iran weapons, nuclear technologies, and other products. In addition, Beijing and Moscow, though defending Tehran in the Security Council, warn against any Iranian ambitions to acquire nuclear weapons. In addition, they both opposed the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq, while sharing concerns that an early American military withdrawal from that country could lead to an increase of Islamic militarism throughout the Middle East. Thus far, however, neither country has sought to make issues related to Iran or Iraq major areas for bilateral Sino-Russian cooperation or significant points of confrontation with Washington.

In sum, although Chinese-Russian relations have improved along several important dimensions, security cooperation between Beijing and Moscow has remained limited, episodic, and tenuous. The two governments support each other on select issues but differ on others, as might be expected from their opportunistic relationship. Since some of their interests conflict, the relationship is not necessarily moving in a decidedly anti-American direction. Although no action undertaken by these two great powers is insignificant and Washington must continue to monitor carefully developments in Beijing and Moscow, thus far their fitfully improving ties have not presented a major security challenge to the United States or its allies.

Nevertheless, prudent U.S. national security planners should prepare for possible major discontinuities in Sino-Russian relations. American officials should employ a mixture of “shaping and hedging” policies that aim to avert a hostile Chinese-Russian alignment while concurrently preparing the United States to better counter such a development should it arise.
CHINA-RUSSIA SECURITY RELATIONS:
STRATEGIC PARALLELISM WITHOUT
PARTNERSHIP OR PASSION?

INTRODUCTION

American security and defense planners are increasingly concerned about the military capabilities of China and Russia. In his annual assessment of global threats to the United States issued in early February 2008, Director of National Intelligence Michael McConnell singled out the two countries as now having the technical capabilities “to target and disrupt” elements of the U.S. information and intelligence collection infrastructure.¹

At the same time, General T. Michael Moseley, the Air Force Chief of Staff, cautioned in a speech at Air University that the United States had to plan to counter such “ascendant powers,” even while improving its response to the recently prominent threats of terrorism and insurgencies.² The new Air Force strategic plan states: “Ascendant powers—flush with new wealth and hungry for resources and status—are posturing to contest U.S. superiority. These adaptive competitors are translating lessons from recent conflicts into new warfighting concepts and doctrines specifically designed to counter U.S. strengths and exploit vulnerabilities.”³ Moseley added that, even if it was unlikely that the U.S. military would engage in a direct conflict with China and/or Russia, “there’s a 100 percent probability we will have to fight their equipment” because the two countries now sell their advanced warplanes and air defense systems throughout the world.

Meanwhile, senior commanders of the U.S. Navy have expressed concern about China’s recent acqui-
sition of advanced “area-denial weapons” such as the conventional submarines, advanced destroyers, and antiship missiles the Chinese military has purchased from Russia during the past decade. These include a dozen advanced Kilo-class ultra-quiet diesel submarines. Such weapons, which the Chinese now often produce themselves with Russian technical assistance, could pose a serious threat to any U.S. Navy ships that attempted to defend Taiwan from an attack by the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA).

The improved political and economic relationship between Beijing and Moscow since the end of the Cold War has affected a range of international security issues. China and Russia have expanded their bilateral economic and security cooperation. In addition, as discussed below, they have pursued distinct but parallel policies regarding many global and regional issues. Yet, Chinese and Russian policies regarding a range of important subjects are still largely uncoordinated and sometimes in conflict. Economic ties between China and Russia remain minimal compared to those found between most friendly countries, let alone allies. Although a stronger Chinese-Russian alliance could present greater challenges to other countries (e.g., the establishment of a joint Moscow-Beijing hegemony in Central Asia), several factors make it unlikely that the two countries will form such a bloc.

At a democracy forum at the Prague Security Studies Institute on June 5, 2007, President Bush criticized both China and Russia for their undemocratic practices. He characterized U.S. relations with each country as a mixture of both cooperation and conflict: “In the areas where we share mutual interests, we work together. In other areas, we have strong disagreements.” He warned that while his administration would continue
to pursue better ties with both countries, the United States would do so “without abandoning our principles or our values.”

Although attempting to promote democracy in China and Russia has clearly proven problematic, given the evident countertendencies of their leaders, the formula of cooperating when we can and disagreeing when we must is prudent. In addition, the U.S. Government should adopt a proactive shaping and hedging strategy that will seek to prevent the emergence of a hostile Sino-Russian alignment while simultaneously preparing the United States to better counter such an alignment should it nonetheless emerge.

**BILATERAL TIES**

Unlike during the Cold War, China and Russia no longer fear the possibility of a shooting war with each other, at least not in the near term. Significantly, the two countries have largely accepted their common border. Yet, tensions persist over illegal Chinese immigration into Russia, as well as the inability of Chinese authorities to halt the spillover of pollution from China into Russia. Russians worry in particular about the long-term implications of China’s exploding population for Russia’s demographically and economically stagnant eastern regions, a situation some Russian leaders already consider to be a major security threat.

**Managing Border Issues.**

Since the disintegration of the Soviet Union in the early 1990s, China and Russia have resolved the most important sources of Cold War-era tensions. For example, through lengthy direct negotiations, the two governments have largely resolved their boundary
disputes, which engendered armed border clashes in the late 1960s and early 1970s. In addition, they have demilitarized their 2,640-mile shared frontier (the section to the east of the Russian-Mongolian border is 2,606 miles long; that to the west is 34 miles). Russia’s first president, Boris Yeltsin, made border management a priority in his administration, for understandable reasons he cited in July 1995: “China is a very important state for us. It is a neighbor, with which we share the longest border in the world and with which we are destined to live and work side by side forever.”

Border demilitarization talks began in November 1989. They soon split into parallel negotiations, one on reducing military forces along the Chinese-Russian frontier, the other on implementing confidence- and security-building measures in the border region. In July 1994, the Russian and Chinese defense ministers agreed to a set of practices to forestall incidents. These measures included arrangements to avert unauthorized ballistic missile launches, prevent the jamming of communications equipment, and warn ships and aircraft that might inadvertently violate national borders. In September of that year, Chinese and Russian authorities pledged not to target each other’s strategic nuclear missiles. They also adopted a mutual “no first use” nuclear weapons posture (these agreements are largely symbolic; they were not accompanied by any verification or enforcement procedures, and either country can rapidly retarget its intercontinental ballistic missiles). In April 1998, China and Russia established a direct presidential hot line—China’s first with another government.
Immigration Issues.

Although Russians no longer worry about a potential military clash with China over border issues, and the revival of the Russian economy in recent years under President Vladimir Putin has reassured many Russians that they will not soon fall behind their Chinese counterparts in terms of their average standard of living, they do fear that the combination of the declining native population in the Russian Far East and massive Chinese immigration into the region will lead to China’s long-term peaceful occupation and de facto annexation of large parts of eastern Russia. During a July 2000 visit to the Russian Far East, Putin remarked that “if we don’t take concerted action, the future local population will speak Japanese, Chinese, or Korean.”

In December 2005, Russian Interior Minister Rashid Nurgaliev reaffirmed that illegal immigration presented a threat to the security of the Russian Far East.

The stark demographic and economic contrasts along the Russian-Chinese frontier are evident to all observers. According to the 2002 Census, the entire Russian Far Eastern Federal District had a population of 6.7 million inside a territory of 6.2 million square kilometers (over one-third of the total area of the Russian Federation). These figures equate to an average population density of slightly more than one person per square kilometer, making the Russian Far East one of the most sparsely populated areas in the world. The population of the Russian Far East has been rapidly declining since the dissolution of the Soviet Union, falling by over 1.5 million inhabitants since 1992, or approximately 20 percent. At present, on average 274 people leave the region each day.
contrast, over 100 million Chinese live in the border provinces of Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning, resulting in a population density there some 120 times greater.\textsuperscript{12}

The population disparity would not by itself prompt massive Chinese migration into Russia. However, other factors are at work. China’s recent rapid economic growth has obscured the fact that its population still has a relatively low standard of living. Although the aggregate size of the Chinese economy is now several times larger than that of Russia, China has a billion more people. As a result, the average Chinese has a lower per capita income than the typical Russian. Furthermore, China’s rapid technological/economic transformation has generated more unemployed workers in China than there are people in Russia. Despite recent improvements, the Chinese territories along the China-Russia border, the source of most Chinese immigration into Russia, have not experienced the rapid economic growth or prosperity of southeastern China. Instead, northeast China remains a “rust belt,” with an economy dominated by unprofitable state-owned enterprises that, through their massive lay-offs, have aggravated the region’s already high unemployment.\textsuperscript{13}

Under these conditions, supply and demand factors combine to induce Chinese laborers to seek work in Russia, where they generally can find jobs more easily and earn higher wages than if they remained at home. Chinese workers can be found in many rural areas throughout the Russian Far East. In addition, Chinese merchants and small businessmen are visibly concentrated in urban ghettos in such large Russian cities as Irkutsk, Khabarovsk, and Vladivostok, often finding a niche in the underdeveloped retail and service sectors.\textsuperscript{14} They typically perform jobs—especially in agriculture, forestry, construction, and
small retailing—that many Russians either shun or are unwilling to relocate from other regions of the country to perform.

Initial fears that the influx of workers would lead to a Chinese ethnic onslaught were clearly exaggerated. Thus far, most Chinese traders see Russia mainly as a place to work and make money—not as a permanent home. Nevertheless, the Russian government aims to address the problem before it becomes more serious, which could well be the case if extrapolations from present trends prove accurate. The Russian authorities have sought to deal with the demographic issue through a combination of specifically tailored policies to promote economic development of the Russian Far East. They are making the region more attractive for Russian workers and their families with solution efforts aimed to enhance birthrates and to reverse Russia’s overall demographic decline.

On December 20, 2006, Putin chaired a special meeting of the Russian Security Council in Moscow dedicated to addressing the social and economic problems of the Russian Far East. In his public opening remarks posted on the Kremlin website, the President said that past government action had failed to overcome the district’s ominous problems. These included the region’s declining Russian population and the dysfunctional imbalances between its internal production and foreign economic possibilities. Putin also warned that the region’s failure to develop effective economic, information, and transportation networking with the rest of Russia had resulted in its continued isolation: “All these factors pose a grave threat to our political and economic positions in Asia and the Pacific, and, without any exaggeration, to the national security of Russia as a whole.”
To address this situation, Putin instructed both the federal and regional authorities to draft a comprehensive program of action for developing the Russian Far East’s energy industry, public utilities, border infrastructure, and transportation, logistics, and telecommunications infrastructure. Rather than simply expect federal budgetary resources drawn from other parts of Russia to be available, Putin urged national and local officials to pursue public-private partnerships, special economic zones, and innovative tariff and tax policies, as well as other creative developmental mechanisms. The president opined that, by creating new employment opportunities, these projects would make the Russian Far East a comfortable and attractive place to live, thereby helping reverse the region’s demographic crisis.

Putin acknowledged that widespread organized crime and corruption continued to plague the region, aggravated by the existing immigration situation. Since the Russian government enforces strict limits on the number of visas issued to foreigners, even Chinese sources acknowledge that most Chinese working in the Far East do so illegally. Their irregular status makes them vulnerable to extortion and blackmail from corrupt Russian officials such as the local police. In addition, they often become targets of Russian criminal gangs, whose members know that their Chinese victims avoid turning to Russian law enforcement agencies for protection. Furthermore, some Russians provide illegal immigration and protection service to Chinese citizens seeking to work in Russia. Finally, Chinese engaged in business activities in Russia without the proper visas typically do not pay taxes on their illegal earnings.

Allowing more Chinese to enter Russia legally could help overcome these problems by reducing
opportunities for profitable criminal activities. More Chinese workers and retailers would also provide additional services to the region’s Russian inhabitants as well as increase price competition among the Chinese providing services. Nevertheless, until now such proposals have encountered insurmountable opposition. Many Russians fear that the increased competition from Chinese laborers and retailers would hurt the employment prospects of the native Russian community. Russian trade unions in the Far East have already complained that Chinese migrant workers are taking jobs that should go to ethnic Russians.18 Other Russians oppose allowing more Chinese to reside in Russia on racial grounds. Most importantly, national security considerations have long made Russian government officials reluctant to relax their controls on Chinese immigration into Russia.

Instead, Putin called on federal and regional authorities to adopt urgent measures to improve the performance of the law enforcement agencies operating in the district. He cited the effectiveness of Operation ENERGY in neighboring Siberia as a model for emulation. According to Putin, the operation had led to the apprehension of many criminals and the confiscation of large sums of money that accrued to the state. In contrast, in a February 2007 visit to Vladivostok, Russian Prosecutor General Yuri Chaika chastised local law enforcement officials for failing to solve half the crimes in the region in 2006. He also complained that at least 60 major criminal groups still operated in the Vladivostok region, and that corruption still pervaded local government organizations.19

At the end of his opening remarks, Putin assigned to the attendees the task of establishing a government commission on the socio-economic development of
the Far Eastern Federal District. The Security Council duly created a State Commission for the Development of the Far East under the chairmanship of then Prime Minister Mikhail Fradkov, with several other ministers as members.\textsuperscript{20} Putin’s presidential envoy to the region, Kamil Iskhakov, said the commission could function as a de facto federal government ministry for the Russian Far East.\textsuperscript{21}

When he visited Vladivostok on January 27, 2007, Putin indicated that the government might spend an additional 100 billion rubles ($3.8 billion) to construct a resort and associated infrastructure on the nearby Russky Island, which would host the 2012 Asian Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit.\textsuperscript{22} The following month, Fradkov said that the envisaged spending program would help stimulate economic growth throughout the Russian Far East in such sectors as energy, transport, and shipbuilding.\textsuperscript{23} During his visit to the September 2007 APEC summit in Sydney, Konstantin Kosachyov, head of the Russian parliament’s international affairs committee, said that the Russian government wanted to entice the country’s Asian neighbors into supplying financial and technical assistance to the Russian Far East, “without which, the development of Russia as a whole is impossible.”\textsuperscript{24} Despite such brave rhetoric, however, Prime Minister Viktor Zubkov acknowledged in December 2007 that the government’s plans for developing the Russian Far East remained underfunded and behind schedule.\textsuperscript{25}

Solving the demographic problems of the Russian Far East will clearly require action to reverse the overall decline in the ethnic population of the Russian Federation. In his May 2006 annual address to the Russian Federal Assembly, Putin called Russia’s demographic challenge the country’s most critical
national security threat. From 1992 to early 2005, the population of the Russian Federation fell from 148.3 million to 143.5 million. This decline would have been even more severe if it had not been for the 6 million immigrants—many of them ethnic Russians who unwillingly found themselves inside the other newly independent Soviet republics after the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic’s (USSR) unexpected dissolution—who moved back to Russian territory during this period. The Russian Statistics Service estimates that without further immigration, Russia’s working age population could decline by 18-19 million during the 2005-25 period, equivalent to almost 30 percent of the current 67 million economically active Russian citizens. In October 2007, the Russian government adopted new measures to raise birthrates, lower the national mortality rate, improve public health care, and make national immigration policies more effective. Even if the Russian government immediately succeeded in raising the country’s low birthrate, however, the workforce would not benefit from these new young workers until after 2025.

Although the Russian economy at large is facing a shortage of low-skilled, low-paid workers, the Russian government has preferred to rely on immigration by ethnic Russians from other parts of the former Soviet Union to help fill this gap rather than encourage Chinese or other non-Slavic ethnics to immigrate to Russia. In October 2006, Putin announced that the Russian government would spend $170 million in 2007 to facilitate the voluntary repatriation of Russians living outside the Russian Federation (estimated to number 20-30 million people, with two-thirds in other former Soviet republics) to help compensate for the present 700,000 annual decline in Russia’s population. The authorities also allow citizens from the other
former Soviet republics to work in Russia for a few years without having to obtain Russian citizenship. Thus far, however, similar initiatives adopted earlier to encourage more ethnic Russians to return to Russia have yielded far fewer returnees than desired.29

People from other countries, especially from the former Soviet republics but also from China, have moved to fill this vacuum. The Federal Migration Services estimate that over 10 million foreign workers enter Russia each year.30 The Russian authorities have taken several steps to curb their commercial activities. In October 2006, Putin directed the government to establish quotas for foreign workers in Russia and limit the length of visas then permitting non-citizens to work in Russia up to 90 days during any 6-month period.31 Starting on April 1, 2007, moreover, the government forbade foreigners from selling goods directly to Russian citizens in retail marketplaces in Russia. Non-Russian citizens legally working in Russia must restrict their retail activities to service functions such as cleaning, loading, and managing these operations.32 To strengthen enforcement, the government increased the fines imposed on businesses employing illegal immigrants.33

Although these measures are primarily aimed against emigrants from Central Asia, they also affect those from China, often to the detriment of the Russian economy. These restrictions on Chinese business activities have led many to return home, and have weakened Russia’s integration into the ethnic Chinese commercial networks that support economic activities in much of East Asia.34

One reason the authorities have cracked down on non-Russian commercial activities is as a response to a series of violent attacks against non-slavic foreigners in
Russia in recent years. Russian racists have occasionally killed ethnic Chinese as well as, more frequently, people from Central Asia and the Caucasus. In the fall of 2006, Putin attacked “ethnic gangs” that controlled Russia’s retail marketplaces and advocated measures to help protect “the native Russian population.” But Putin also, in January 2007, denounced xenophobia, as well as ethnic and religious intolerance, as threats to Russians’ human rights and the country’s security.

Many Russians fear that inviting Chinese guest workers into Russia, at least in areas neighboring China such as the Russian Far East, will compromise Moscow’s control over the regions. They are well aware of how “temporary” foreign workers in Europe, the United States, and other countries tend to become permanent despite their “illegal” status. If large numbers of Chinese move into eastern Russia and retain their family ties and allegiance to their homeland, the Russian Far East could become absorbed de facto into China.

During President Hu Jintao’s visit to Moscow in 2006, the Chinese and Russian governments agreed to draft a joint plan to develop Russia’s eastern and China’s northeastern regions. The cooperative regional investment agreement was signed by Russia’s Vnesheconombank, the regional government of Krasnoyarsk Territory, and China’s State Bank for Development, envisaging joint Sino-Russian efforts to promote construction, transportation, agriculture, public utilities, the service sector, and the development of natural resources. If the Russian Far East continues to remain largely excluded from Russia’s general economic revival or if Russia’s recent growth surge weakens overall, then Russian fears about becoming a natural resource appendage of China will return,
adversely affecting the long-term prospects for enduring Russian-Chinese security ties.

**Border Pollution.**

Russian experts fear that growing pollution in China will provide another stimulus for Chinese immigration into the Russian Far East. According to the World Bank, 16 of the world’s 20 most polluted cities are in China—the air being so polluted that it causes 400,000 premature deaths every year. The human and other costs of this pollution are staggering. The World Bank estimates that pollution costs China an annual 8-12 percent of its annual $1.4 trillion gross domestic product (GDP), through the impact of acid rain on crops, medical bills, lost work from illness, money spent on disaster relief following floods, and wasted resource depletion. China’s governmental structure lacks a powerful, over-arching national institution capable of coordinating, monitoring, and enforcing environmental legislation. Local Chinese authorities are typically judged on the basis of how well they promote economic growth rather than on how well they protect the local environment.

Pollution flowing from China into Russia via waterways has become a serious problem. Russians complain about the environmental threat to Russian waterways (e.g., the Amur River) through the routine discharge of waste materials from Chinese industrial facilities. China has over 20,000 chemical plants that frequently spill hazardous substances into rivers. From the Russians’ perspective, the most notorious incident occurred in November 2005, when an explosion at a PetroChina chemical complex in Jilin Province dumped approximately 100 tons of benzene into the Songhua
River. Although the Chinese made unprecedented efforts to cooperate with the Russians to minimize the spill’s impact, the accident disrupted the water supply of the Russian city of Khabarovsk, whose 600,000 residents were forced to use bottled water for drinking and cooking.

Although representatives of the central Russian government are reluctant to risk antagonizing a close political and economic partner by over-zealous attacks on Chinese authorities for failing to crack down on such pollution problems, some local Russian officials are less reticent in condemning the Chinese for seemingly promoting their own national development at Russia’s expense. Khabarovsk regional governor Viktor Ishayev did admit that 100 plants on the banks of the Songhua River in China discharge pollution which reached Russia’s Amur River (referred to as the Heilong River in China). Local Russian leaders claimed that Chinese industries are skimping on pollution controls in order to sustain their low-cost competitive advantage over Russian and other foreign companies.

In September 2006, Russian and Chinese officials signed a protocol on bilateral environmental cooperation to protect the rivers in their border region. At the meeting, held in Moscow, they also agreed to conclude a treaty which would establish mechanisms to compensate parties for damages arising from any pollution that might occur. China and Russia have established bilateral task forces on environmental protection and on joint monitoring of the quality of the water of their shared transnational rivers. On January 29, 2008, the Chinese and Russian governments signed “The Agreement between the Government of the People’s Republic of China and the Government of the Russian Federation on Reasonable Utilization
and Protection of Transboundary Waters.” The accord defined the scope, contents, and methods of Sino-Russian cooperation for some 3,500 kilometers of waterways along their common border. Despite these agreements, on January 30, the very next day, the Russian Security Council held a special session devoted to environmental threats, especially pollution and human-caused environmental disasters. Putin emphasized that Russia must defend its environmental interests at the international level, especially with respect to cross-border pollution.

One reason Chinese and Russian officials consider these immigration and pollution problems security issues is that they generate animosity and distrust towards China by many Russians. A 2006 survey found that 40 percent of Russians consider China’s rise as a threat to Russia. In a survey of assessments of China over the past years, the Public Opinion Foundation has found that the percentage of Russian respondents seeing China as a threat has increased from 18 percent in 2001 to 30 percent in 2006. Although many Russians living in the European part of the country share these concerns, the fears are greatest among the inhabitants of Siberia and the Russian Far East, where the people evidently most worry about Chinese immigration and its effects on Russia’s territorial integrity. A recent survey found that 36 percent of the respondents in Siberia and 43 percent in the Russian Far East fear that China could eventually become a dangerous or hostile neighbor. Over 80 percent of the respondents in these regions oppose increasing the Chinese economic presence in Russia. Most impressively, unlike Russians living in western Russia, their co-nationals inhabiting Siberia and the Russian Far East would support the United States in a hypothetical conflict between Beijing and Washington.
ENERGY SECURITY

In some respects, China and Russia should be natural energy partners. Chinese energy demand is soaring, and Russia’s oil and gas deposits lie much closer to China than the more distant energy sources of Africa and the Persian Gulf. Yet, economic and political differences have kept the two countries divided over several vital issues relating to their mutual energy security, weakening prospects for an exclusive Russo-China energy bloc in Eurasia.

The Opportunity.

Energy security invariably represents an important agenda item at Russian-Chinese leadership summits. As a result of China’s surging economy, China has become one of the world’s largest purchasers of oil, natural gas, and nuclear technologies. The gap between China’s stagnant energy production and fast-growing consumption is projected to expand even further in the next 2 decades. According to the Energy Information Administration, China’s oil consumption is expected to rise to 15 billion barrels per day (b/d) by 2030 from 7.4 b/d in 2006. Similarly, natural gas consumption is projected to increase to 198 billion cubic meters (bcm) from 49 bcm over the same period. Domestic resources will not be able to meet China’s growing demand for energy in general, and for oil and natural gas in particular. Although China has substantial coal reserves (13 percent of the world supply), its oil (2-3 percent) and natural gas (1 percent) reserves are relatively small compared to China’s aggregate demand, making them increasingly unable to satisfy
demand. Moreover, despite Beijing’s continued hopes for domestic exploration and new production of oil, it is unlikely to stem the tide of growing oil imports. The reserves of China’s mature oil fields, including Daqing, Shengli, and Liaohe, which produce the majority of China’s crude oil, are rapidly depleting. While gains in offshore production can help offset declines in onshore production, it is generally expected among international experts that China’s crude output will be relatively flat over the next 2 decades.

This combination of limited indigenous energy resources and rising demand has prompted Chinese leaders to adopt a multifaceted energy strategy. Three major components of this strategy are: (1) reforming the energy sector to maximize domestic production and attract foreign direct investment; (2) diversifying the energy mix to reduce the nation’s dependency on fossil fuels and contain pollution; and (3) diversifying international energy sources to restrain dependence on one or a few producing regions.

In principle, Russia should find a natural fit within this framework. It is the second-largest oil exporter after Saudi Arabia and possesses the world’s largest reserves of natural gas. Many of its new and untapped oil and gas fields are situated in eastern Russia (in eastern Siberia and the Russian Far East) in locations closer to China than older fields that now provide energy primarily to consumers in Russia and Europe. In September 2007, the Russian Industry and Energy Ministry approved a plan proposed by Gazprom to invest $100 billion through 2030 to create an integrated production, transportation, and supply system involving over 200 billion cubic meters of natural gas in east Siberia and the Russian Far East. In December 2007, Alexander Ananenkov, Deputy Chairman of the
Gazprom Management Committee, said that Russian natural gas sales to Asian and Pacific countries—especially China, Japan, and South Korea—from Siberia and the Russian Far East could reach 50 billion cubic meters by 2007.51 During Putin’s March 2006 visit to Beijing, the two governments signed four energy cooperation agreements envisaging collaboration in oil, gas, electricity, and nuclear energy. Putin’s entourage included the heads of Russia’s major oil, gas, and electricity companies. The Beijing summit provided an opportunity for them to sign several cooperative agreements with their Chinese counterparts. In March 2007, President Hu signed several additional energy cooperation agreements with Russian energy partners worth billions of dollars on paper.52 In April 2006, Russia began construction of a massive East Siberia-Pacific Ocean (ESPO) oil pipeline, which will cost an estimated $11.5 billion to complete.53 According to present plans, the ESPO pipeline will include a branch linking China directly to eastern Siberia.54 Russia will also build another large new pipeline to deliver billions of cubic meters of natural gas to East Asia each year. The 21st century could well see a profound eastward shift in the direction of Russian energy export routes as new supplies flow towards East Asia rather than Europe.

Nuclear energy represents another possible area of collaboration. At present, China’s 11 operating nuclear reactors produce less than 2 percent of the country’s electricity, compared with over 25 percent in Japan and approximately 75 percent in France.55 The Chinese government aims to double this figure to 4 percent by 2020, with an aggregate capacity of 40,000 megawatts (MW).56 Russia is a leading international supplier of civil nuclear energy technologies. In November 2007, China
signed a preliminary agreement with Russia to build two more 1,000 MW nuclear reactors at its Tianwan nuclear power station. The parties expect to sign a formal contract in late 2008. Russia’s Atomstroyexport corporation has already constructed two reactors at Tianwan. Russian energy experts eventually hope to build a total of eight reactors at the site.57

The Challenge.

Despite the mutual interests as reflected in the flurry of bilateral energy cooperation, thus far various conflicts and suspicions have kept actual Russian energy exports to China at surprisingly low levels. For example, Russia’s contribution to China’s oil imports is approximately 11-12 percent, less than the proportion provided by some more distant African and Persian Gulf suppliers.58 Most importantly, Russia’s consistent delays in shipments, foot-dragging on the issue of pipeline construction, and attempts to play the Chinese, Asian, and European markets against each other have discouraged Chinese policymakers from viewing Russia as a reliable energy security partner.

Thus far, the main reason for the small volume of Russian oil and gas sold to China has been the underdeveloped transportation infrastructure connecting the two countries. The majority of crude oil (about 80 percent) exported to China from Russia is still shipped by railway through the Zabaikalsk-Manzhouli border oil reloading terminal on the Chita-Harbin-Vladivostok railroad. This line has limited capacity and is very costly. Not only is rail transport about two-and-a-half to three times as expensive for Russian oil producers as shipments by pipeline, but rail deliveries to China entail the added cost of switching carriers at
the border because of the different track gauges used by the two countries.

Chinese and Russian energy experts agree that transporting oil and gas through pipelines would prove much more efficient. For many years, however, the two governments have engaged in contentious negotiations over which pipelines to build, where to build them, the schedule for their construction, and who will pay to build and maintain them. In particular, the repeated delays on the Russian side to conduct “feasibility” studies and “environmental impact” assessments have reinforced Chinese suspicions that their Russian interlocutors are using the specter of diverting more energy sales to China to enhance their negotiating leverage with Japan and Europe.

At the time of the March 2007 Hu-Putin summit, China’s chief energy planner, National Development and Reform Commission Vice Chairman Zhang Guobao, complained about the Russian approach to the oil transportation issue as well as its natural gas and electricity policies:

The Sino-Russia pipeline question is one step forward, two steps back. Today is cloudy with a chance for sun while tomorrow is sunny with a chance for clouds. One moment Russia is saying they have made a decision, the next saying that no decision has been made. . . . Even though there have been a lot of promises expressing Russia’s interest in exporting natural gas to China, in truth no real progress has been made. As for Russian electricity exports . . . during all the years we’ve been connected together, Russia has only sent a total of 1 billion kilowatt hours of electricity to China.59

Another complication is that Russia’s unexploited oil and gas deposits are located in remote areas with challenging geophysical characteristics (e.g., offshore or under frozen tundra). Russian companies need
considerable foreign capital and technology to exploit these fields effectively and upgrade the country’s aging energy transportation infrastructure. Beijing wants Moscow to devote resources to construction of a fixed permanent pipeline to China as proof of Russia’s commitment to a long-term supply relationship. Russians are skeptical, however, because they know that their ability to attract Western capital could decline if they actually build pipelines committing them as primary supplier of the Chinese import market. Although Russians have been discussing constructing an oil pipeline to China for over a decade, they continue to entice Japan, Europe, and even the United States with offers of future energy deliveries—encouraging them to offer financial and technical assistance as well as to moderate their policies on other contentious issues (e.g., the Japanese-Russian territorial dispute over the Kuril islands). Furthermore, despite Russian companies consolidating control over Central Asian oil and gas resources, many analysts doubt Russia’s ability to satisfy all these expanding energy markets given its stagnant domestic production.

A further difficulty is that the Russian government under Putin has not exempted China from its efforts to limit foreign control of its major energy assets. According to one estimate, the share of Russian crude oil that is produced by government-controlled energy companies has risen from less than one-fifth in 2000 to almost half in 2007, with many of the remaining private firms still essentially under the Kremlin’s thumb. In 2002, the Russian Duma blocked China’s National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) from acquiring a majority stake in Slavneft, a key Russian oil producer, even though CNPC’s bid was almost twice as high as that of the eventual domestic winner. In June 2006,
the Russian authorities did allow China’s Sinopec to purchase a major stake in Udmurtneft, a major Russian oil producer, but only on the condition that it resold sufficient shares to give the Russian state-owned energy conglomerate Rosneft a 51 percent majority stake in the enterprise. As long as Russian energy firms remain under state control, Chinese policymakers—aware of Moscow’s energy confrontation with Georgia, Ukraine, and other countries whose governments have antagonized the Kremlin—must worry that relying on them for crucial energy supplies could leave Beijing vulnerable to politically motivated reductions and cutoffs.

Elements of competition and conflict exist also with respect to civil nuclear energy cooperation. The Chinese government has taken care to purchase advanced nuclear power plants from France and the United States as well as Russia. One reason for Beijing’s approach is that Russian suppliers have hesitated to sell China their most advanced energy technologies. As with their weapons sales, Russians worry that Chinese scientists and technicians will learn from any transferred technology how to further improve the quality of their indigenous production. Not only would this reduce Chinese interest in purchasing Russian nuclear technology, but China could become a formidable competitor in the third-country nuclear energy markets such as Egypt, Myanmar, and perhaps even India.

Another reason China refuses to purchase only Russian nuclear technologies is to remind Moscow that Beijing, too, has energy options. For years, Russian energy companies and government officials have been playing off potential foreign purchasers of
its energy against each other. Threatening Europeans with the specter of diverting future Russia energy shipments to Asia, and vice versa, has been a favorite tactic. For example, in the course of his company’s difficult negotiations with potential Chinese buyers of Russian oil delivered by rail through Mongolia, Sergei Bogdanchikov, the president of Rosneft, warned that “our partners must understand that Russia has a surplus rather than a deficit of pipeline capacity, and we can also supply oil to Europe. . . . So here is a market situation for you—[which side willingly] pays more?” By purchasing its nuclear reactors from U.S.-based Westinghouse and France’s Areva, China’s officials have demonstrated that it, too, could exploit competition among the multiple U.S., European, and Asian energy suppliers eager to do business with China.

RUSSIAN MILITARY SALES TO CHINA

For over a decade, Russian military exports to China have constituted the most important dimension of the two countries’ security relationship. Russian firms have derived substantial revenue from the sales, which also helped sustain Russia’s military industrial complex during the lean years of the 1990s. The PLA was able to acquire advanced conventional weapons that Chinese firms could not yet manufacture. Now this situation is changing. The Chinese defense industry has become capable of producing much more sophisticated armaments. Moscow now confronts the choice of either seeing its Chinese market decrease dramatically or agreeing to sell even more advanced weapons to Beijing, knowing that the second choice could destabilize military force balances in East Asia.
Background.

Since the two governments signed an agreement on military-technical cooperation in December 1992, China has purchased more defense items from the Russian Federation than from all other countries combined. During the 1990s, the value of these deliveries ranged up to $1 billion annually. In recent years, this figure has approached $2 billion per year. According to one estimate, between 1992 and 2006, the total value of Russian arms exports to China amounted to approximately $26 billion worth of military equipment and weapons. These sales helped make Russia the world’s largest arms supplier to Asian countries between 1998 and 2005, well ahead of the United States.

Through these dealings, the Chinese Navy and Air Force have acquired dozens of Su-27 Flanker fighter jets and Su-30 Flanker multirole aircraft; Mi-17 transport helicopters; Il-76 military transport aircraft; IL-78M Midas in-flight refueling tankers; A-50 warning and control aircraft; T-72 main battle tanks; Mi-8 and Mi-17 helicopters; armored personnel carriers; Kilo-class Project 636 diesel submarines; several Sovremenny-class destroyers; a variety of antiship, air defense, and other missiles; and other advanced conventional military systems or their components. Between 1998 and 2005, moreover, the Chinese manufactured over a hundred Su-27Sk warplanes under Russian license, using many Russian parts in the assembly process.

Moscow’s decision to sell advanced conventional weapons systems to China results primarily from economic rather than strategic considerations. Despite the recent rise in national defense spending, the Russian government resists allocating substantial financial
resources to restructuring the Russian defense industry. Citing the need to avoid repeating the Soviet mistake of competing in a ruinously expensive arms race, President Vladimir Putin and other Russian leaders have reaffirmed their commitment to hold annual military expenditures below 3 percent of Russia’s GDP. Instead, government officials have encouraged Russian defense enterprises to sell their products abroad to earn additional revenue for reinvestment and to keep skilled workers from moving into civilian employment.

Unlike energy — the other commercial sector where Russian exporters can compete effectively with foreign sellers — arms exports generate high-tech manufacturing employment as well as revenue. Government officials also appreciate that many Russian companies require increased investment to develop the type of advanced conventional weapons systems that have proven so effective for Western militaries in recent wars. International markets for Russian weapons systems, upgrades, maintenance, and spare parts help sustain production lines and workers that provide essential support for the Russian military. For example, foreign funding largely paid for the development of the Su-30, which has since been incorporated into the Russian air force.

There are several reasons for China’s interest in acquiring Russian arms. Economic factors come into play insofar as, by purchasing Russian weapons, China avoids having to research, develop, and manufacture its own systems. Although China’s indigenous arms industry has become more capable along with the rest of the economy, Chinese defense enterprises still lag behind their leading international counterparts in several key areas, such as advanced aviation and naval
weapons. For its more sophisticated heavy fighters, the PLA Air Force (PLAAF) still relies on Russian-designed planes, the Su-27 and the Su-30. Russian enterprises became the dominant foreign supplier of China’s advanced weapons systems after the 1989 Tiananmen Square incident led Western governments to prohibit their own companies from selling advanced military technologies to China.

The Changing Market.

Although the Russian government and its defense enterprises would like to perpetuate the existing commercial arrangement, the increasing sophistication of China’s defense industry is enabling Chinese manufacturers to produce more advanced weapons systems under license instead of purchasing finished systems directly from Russian manufacturers. Russians prefer to sell off-the-shelf items, while the Chinese favor joint or licensed production arrangements that transfer Russian technology and manufacturing capabilities to China. For several years, China has been manufacturing the Su-27 under license. The PLA has shown less interest in buying complete Russian weapons platforms such as turn-key warplanes and warships. Instead, the Chinese military has been importing more defense technologies, subsystems, and other essential components that Chinese manufacturers incorporate directly into Chinese-designed weapons systems. China purchased Russian aircraft engines for its own FC-1 fighter aircraft. In January 2007, the Chinese military unveiled the Jian-10, a home-built fighter-bomber that uses Chinese engines and Chinese missiles.
Concerns about the quality of the weapons it has been purchasing from Russia have also encouraged China to seek to enhance its indigenous production capabilities. According to the Russian press, the Chinese have complained about the poor quality of some of the weapons they have received from Russia, repeatedly postponing scheduled meetings of the Russian-Chinese Commission on Military-Technical Cooperation in protest.71

Another looming threat could be possible competition from European defense companies if the European Union (EU) were to lift its comprehensive arms embargo on China, imposed after the violent government repression of student protests in 1989. By selling more advanced weapons to China now, Russia would help lock in future sales and raise the barrier to entry for potential EU competitors, who would find it difficult to match Russia’s low-price advantage but might prove competitive in terms of quality (EU competitors might also benefit from a Chinese desire to reward the EU for changing its embargo policy towards China).

Moscow’s Choice.

The ongoing improvement in the quality of China’s national defense production and the ever-present threat of additional foreign competition confront Russian officials with a difficult choice. Until now, the Russian government has refused to sell its most advanced weapons systems—such as long-range strategic bombers or ballistic missiles—to China for fear that such weapons could disrupt the balance of power in East Asia. This policy has meant that Moscow’s arms sales to Beijing have not been sufficient by themselves to enable China to defeat the more technologically
advanced militaries of Taiwan or Japan. But Chinese firms should soon be able to substitute their own technologies for many of the expensive defense items the PLA has acquired from Russian suppliers in the past.

These developments have resulted in Russia’s arms exports to China declining from 40 percent of all sales in 2006 to less than 20 percent in 2007.72 Partly as a result, Russia’s annual bilateral trade level has gone from a multibillion dollar surplus in 2006 to a multibillion deficit last year.73

In order to restore its former share of China’s defense market, the Russian government might decide to sell even more advanced weapons systems to Beijing. On August 26, 2005, a “high-ranking source in the Russian Defense Ministry” told the Russian news agency Interfax-AVN that Russia had deliberately showcased its Tu-95MS and the Tu-22M3 at the bilateral August “Peace Mission 2005” exercises to entice Chinese buyers. Although these strategic bombers are older platforms (the Tu-160 is Russia’s most advanced strategic bomber), they can launch long-range cruise missiles against air and ground targets, including U.S. aircraft carriers.74 The sales motive was also evident in the Russian decision to leave the bombers that participated in the exercise, as well as other types of military aircraft, on display in China for several days. The policy of exploiting the opportunity to highlight a few advanced weapons systems to the Chinese during the exercise may have worked, since Beijing placed a large order for one of the participating warplanes, the Il-78 tanker, a few weeks later.75

Another possible post-Soviet export item might include some advanced weapons that Russian defense systems are beginning to produce. More than 50 Russian defense companies displayed their wares at the Sixth
China International Aviation and Aerospace Exhibition held in October-November 2006 in Zhuhai in southern China. For example, Moscow could approve the sale of its fourth-generation diesel-electric (Lada class) submarines, which would increase China’s military potential against the United States and its Pacific allies. According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), the Russian government has already offered to sell China Su-33 and Su-35 advanced combat aircraft, which are still under development.

A senior Russian defense official, Alexander Denisov, once even said that Russia was prepared to assist China to design an aircraft carrier. Denisov stated to members of the news media, “Such a request would not contradict any international agreements or rules.” Moreover, the Russian news media have carried reports of alleged Russian assistance in helping China develop a carrier fleet. For example, there have been claims that Rosoboronexport has been negotiating a massive deal to sell China about 50 Su-33 Naval Flanker sea-based fighter aircraft. The estimated $2.5 billion price tag would represent “the second most expensive national arms sales contract after a $3 billion agreement for the assembly of 140 Su-MKI fighters in India under a Russian license.”

Selling even more advanced weapons to China could undermine Russian interests in ways that, on balance, might exceed the benefits Moscow might accrue from the arms sales. First, the governments of Taiwan, the United States, and possibly Japan and other countries would criticize the sales as destabilizing. In enhancing China’s air and maritime power projection capabilities, Russian officials would be increasing the risk of military adventurism by Beijing. With more advanced warplanes and warships, the war option
would look better to China. Taiwan, Japan, Vietnam, and other countries that presently have territorial disputes with China might hold Moscow responsible for the increased risks of war.

In addition, a substantial factor weighing against a Russian decision to transfer even more advanced military systems is that Chinese engineers might learn enough from the technology to further improve the quality of their indigenous production. Russian and other analysts cite past instances of Chinese technicians copying Russian weapons systems and, after making slight adjustments in their specifications (e.g., changing the caliber of an antimissile system from 100 to 105 millimeters), selling them for export.80

The expanding capabilities of the Chinese defense industry became evident in November 2006 when the Aviation Industries of China displayed a new air-launched supersonic cruise missile at the Sixth China International Aviation and Aerospace Exhibition held in Zhuhai. The ramjet-powered missile will allow the PLA Navy (PLAN) to attack U.S. aircraft carriers and other ships within a 400 km radius. For its antiship cruise missiles, China has until now relied on such Russian imports as the SS-N-22 Sunburn and SS-N-27B Sizzler.81 Russian defense firms have already confronted increasingly unwelcome Chinese competition in third-country arms markets, such as in Egypt and Myanmar. In some developing countries that previously bought predominantly Soviet arms, Russian firms have yielded much of the market to lower-cost Chinese suppliers. If China is finally able to develop advanced indigenous weapons systems for export—like the long-awaited J-10 multipurpose fighter plane—China could become an even more formidable competitor.
Russian officials faced a stark choice in 2006 and 2007 when Chinese companies requested of Beijing that it grant them a license to deliver at least 150 FC-1 Fierce Dragon fighter planes, equipped with Russian RD-93 engines, to Pakistan. China had previously signed an end-user agreement that requires Russian government approval before China can reexport the RD-93 engine to a third country. Chinese and Pakistani firms are jointly developing the FC-1, which is known as the JF-17 Thunder fighter in Pakistan. On the one hand, refusing the Chinese reexport request would have made Beijing more reluctant to purchase Russian technology in the future. On the other hand, granting the reexport license in the case of the FC-1—besides antagonizing India, Russia’s second leading arms purchaser after China—make it harder to deny similar Chinese requests to sell the planes to other countries. Chinese manufacturers hope that foreign sales of the FC-1 (a single-engine delta-winged fighter manufactured primarily at the Chengdu Aeronautical Complex) will help transform China into a leading seller of advanced combat aircraft to developing countries, many of which currently purchase Russian military aircraft.82

According to the Russian news media, in April 2007, President Putin personally gave China permission to reexport the Russian RD-93 engines to Pakistan as a one-time arrangement. The Ministry of Defense, Rosoboronexport, and other key actors in the Russian military-industrial complex supported granting the waiver to ensure that China would stick with its agreement to buy the engines. Under the terms of a 2005 contract, China will pay Russian suppliers $238 million for the purchase of 100 RD-93 engines as well as the associated spare parts and maintenance. China is also considering purchasing as many as 1,000 engines
if the Russian suppliers upgrade their capabilities. The Pakistani Air Force received its first two JF-17 aircraft in December 2007. The following month, the plane entered into mass assembly, combining parts from China and Pakistan with the Russian engines, in a plant in northwest Pakistan.

An even more worrisome possibility would be China’s employment of Russian defense technologies in a future war with Taiwan, India, the United States, or even with Russia itself. Some Russians fear that a peaceful acquisition or military conquest of Taiwan by China would allow Beijing to redirect any further expansionist ambitions against Russia’s Central Asian allies or the underpopulated Russian Far East. Although a possible Sino-Russian military conflict presently seems remote, some of the weapons systems China is acquiring from Russia could remain operational for decades. Russians should recall that during the Sino-Soviet border clashes of the late 1960s, the Chinese forces employed Soviet-supplied weapons against their former patrons.

Finally, Russia’s progress in selling arms to other countries might render moot Moscow’s temptation to sell more powerful weapons to China, particularly in view of the fear of some Russian strategists that Beijing might one day present a “major threat” to Russia. In recent years, the Russian government and its defense companies have negotiated major arms sales deals with Algeria, India, Indonesia, Venezuela, and other countries. As noted, Russia’s military exports to China in 2007 declined to around 20 percent from 40 percent of its total military exports to all countries. Most of this decrease resulted from a reduction in Chinese purchases, but other countries have been increasing their own purchases. In any case, Chinese clients will
still need to buy spare parts and upgrades for the Russian weapons systems they have been acquiring in such large numbers in recent years.

OTHER MILITARY COOPERATION

China and Russia participate in other forms of military cooperation in addition to their arms trade. The two armed forces regularly engage in exchanges of military officers. Frequent visits take place between senior military officials, including annual meetings of defense ministers and the chiefs of staffs of the armed forces of both countries. In March 2006, for instance, PLA Chief of Staff General Liang Guanglie met with the Russian Chief of Staff, the Russian Defense Minister, and the Russian Security Council in Moscow, reciprocating a visit by the Russian Chief of Staff to Beijing the previous March. Contacts take place even more often among mid-level military officers, especially those in charge of border security units. Exchanges between military units in neighboring Chinese and Russian territories have become more frequent as well.

In August 18-25, 2005, the two countries engaged in an unprecedented bilateral military exercise, Peace Mission 2005, with the first phase in the Russian Far East and the second in China’s Shandong province. Although their nominal focus was on combating terrorism and restoring peace among hypothetical local hostiles, the exercises involved large-scale air, sea, and ground operations, including Chinese submarines, Russian strategic bombers, and 8,000 and 2,000 troops from China and Russia, respectively. The maneuvers included neutralizing antiaircraft defenses, enforcing a maritime blockade, and various amphibious and maritime operations. Not even during the 1950s, when
China was a member of the Soviet bloc and a party to a formal mutual defense treaty with Moscow, had the two countries carried out such a large joint exercise.

Nevertheless, the level of interoperability was not extensive. Although the two militaries operated in the same location and time frame, they did not rehearse combined operations in the manner of the U.S. military and its military allies.89 Although the current friendship treaty prohibits either country from joining “any alliance or bloc which damages the sovereignty, security, and territorial integrity of the other party,” it provides only for consultations in the case of mutual threats, and lacks a mutual defense clause.

The joint exercises may have had several other objectives. For both countries, the large-scale maneuvers demonstrated their military capabilities. For China’s military, growing in both size and sophistication, it was also an opportunity to practice operational procedures and coordination of large and varied forces. For Russia, if it considers that China may one day become a threat, it was a chance to gauge the capability of the potential enemy’s military. Finally, since China is the largest purchaser of Russian weapons, the exercises offered an opportunity to conduct arms business as well as strategic maneuvers. During the exercises, Russia showed off its Tu-95 strategic bombers and Tu-22M long-range bombers. Indeed, Peace Mission 2005 could be seen as an elaborate stage for the demonstration of Russian military technology to potential Chinese buyers. Subsequent exercises have been held under Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) auspices or, as in the case of the September “Cooperation 2007” bilateral drill involving Russia’s interior forces and the Chinese People’s Armed Police (PAP), under less elaborate ad hoc arrangements.
Global Security Issues.

In public, Beijing and Moscow are the best of friends, professing to share a comprehensive vision of how they want the world to evolve over the next few years. Their joint statements call for a multipolar world in which the United Nations (UN) and international law dominate decision making on all important questions, including the possible use of force by its members. They also stress traditional interpretations of national sovereignty rather than the application of universal democratic values. Yet, they continue to differ on important global issues, including ballistic missile defense (BMD) and military operations in space.

Mutually Supportive Policy Statements.

During the past decade, Chinese and Russian officials have issued numerous joint statements—most notably their 2001 Treaty of Good-Neighborly and Friendly Cooperation—affirming their commitment to enhanced bilateral cooperation. When Chinese President Hu Jintao visited Russia in March 2007, he set forth five principles to govern development of the “China-Russia strategic partnership” during the next decade: (1) develop bilateral political ties and enhance mutual support on issues of vital importance to either side; (2) continue to strengthen mutually profitable economic and commercial ties; (3) establish a scientific and technological partnership at multiple levels; (4) promote humanitarian cooperation in such areas as culture, health care, tourism, and other social dimensions; and (5) strengthen their cooperation on peace and security issues, both bilaterally and within multilateral institutions such as the SCO.
An important feature of these joint declarations is that they also aim to influence the thinking of third parties. Chinese and Russian leaders appreciate that their combined statements resonate louder than the pronouncements of each government speaking unilaterally. For example, the joint declaration issued at the end of the March 2007 Hu-Putin summit states: “The shared position on major international political issues of principle and the common or similar positions on important international and regional issues between China and Russia enable them to take part in international cooperation more effectively and meet new challenges and threats. The two sides will continue coordination and deepen strategic coordination in diplomatic affairs to create an enabling international environment for the development of the two countries.”

Chinese-Russian joint statements regularly affirm their shared commitment to upholding traditional interpretations of national sovereignty, which severely limit the right of external actors to challenge a state’s internal policies. In general, they reject the principle that all states must conform to any universal political or economic standards. In particular, they have expressed concern about the Bush administration’s democracy promotion agenda, which they believe has contributed to the “color revolutions” that deposed the incumbent authoritarian governments in Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan. Instead, Chinese and Russian leaders regularly call on the international community to respect the peculiar historical political traditions of each nation and insist on the right of each country to choose its own economic and political development path.
Although these declarations do not typically refer to the United States explicitly, the target of their criticisms is obvious. In place of an American-dominated international system, the two governments frequently call for a “multipolar” world—one that “will promote multilateralism and democracy in international relations.” In such a framework, Russia and China would occupy key positions and no one great power (i.e., the United States) would predominate.

Beijing and Moscow frequently express a desire to strengthen the role of the United Nations in international security. As permanent members of the UN Security Council (UNSC), they can use their right to veto actions to prevent the United States and its allies from obtaining formal UN endorsement of any military operations they oppose. For this reason, the U.S. decision to lead military interventions in the former Yugoslavia and in Iraq without explicit UNSC approval evoked dismay in both capitals. The two, but especially Russia, registered vociferous objections to Kosovo’s declaration of independence from Serbia without the formal approval of the UNSC.

Chinese and Russian officials generally oppose the use of threats to employ force or sanctions to induce other governments to change their internal or external behavior. Chinese and Russian officials have led the opposition against imposing rigorous sanctions on Iran, North Korea, and other countries that have pursued policies that Western governments consider violations of international laws and norms. The fact that both countries—in particular, their government agencies and nominally independent private defense trading companies—have been sanctioned on numerous occasions by the United States and its allies has likely contributed to their distaste for such measures.
In January 2007, the two governments cast their first parallel vetoes in the UNSC against a U.S.-sponsored resolution censoring Myanmar’s authoritarian government. Russian Ambassador to the UN Vitaly I. Churkin argued that the situation in Burma did not fall within the Security Council’s purview since it did not represent an immediate threat to international peace. Chinese Ambassador Wang Guangya observed simply that “no country is perfect. Similar problems exist in other countries as well.”

As a general rule, Chinese and Russian officials also avoid criticizing each other’s domestic policies. Russian representatives have not challenged the Chinese government’s repression of civil liberties and have not supported American-backed efforts to censure China’s internal policies. They also have not refrained from selling military technologies that the Chinese military and police could use to repress domestic opposition. Chinese officials have reciprocated by not joining Western criticisms of Putin’s authoritarian tendencies or Russia’s harsh policies in Chechnya.

The reluctance of the two governments to criticize one another was evident during the recent controversy surrounding China’s January 2007 test of an anti-satellite (ASAT) weapon. In contrast to the position taken by most of the world’s leaders, Russian officials refused to criticize China for conducting the first test of an ASAT weapon in space in over 2 decades, ending an informal global moratorium on such actions. A week after the January 12th test, an unnamed official from the Russian Ministry of Defense told the news media that the Chinese test “was a consequence of extremely aggressive U.S. policies” that had undermined international law and led to “a new arms race in which Russia has no intention of taking part.”
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Similarly, when a reporter subsequently asked Putin about the test during his late January 2007 visit to India, he responded by criticizing U.S. plans for space-based weapons, which he claimed had provoked the Chinese ASAT weapon test. At the January 25th press conference, Putin, alluding to earlier American and Soviet ASAT programs, remarked that China was not the first country to conduct such a test. After observing that “we should not let this genie out of the bottle,” Putin reaffirmed Russian support for negotiating an agreement banning all weapons from outer space.\(^97\) The following month, the Chinese and Russian delegations resumed their joint effort to induce the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva to adopt a treaty banning weapons in outer space, while condemning the United States for single-handedly blocking progress on this measure.\(^98\)

**Limited Missile Defense Cooperation.**

Both the Chinese and Russian governments have expressed concern about the efforts of the United States and its allies to strengthen their BMD capabilities. Their professed fear is that these strategic defense systems, in combination with the strong American offensive nuclear capabilities, might enable the United States to obtain nuclear superiority over China and Russia, as propounded in a widely cited *Foreign Affairs* article by Keir Lieber and Daryl Press.\(^99\) Former Russian Prime Minister Igor Gaidar claimed that the article, which the authors enlarged upon in a subsequent article in *International Security*, sounded almost like a deliberate “provocation” designed to induce Russia and China to collaborate on nuclear and ballistic missile technology.\(^100\)
Russian government representatives have been most vocal in expressing their concerns about U.S. BMD plans. In July 2006, General Yury Baluyevskiy, Chief of the Russian General Staff and First Deputy Defense Minister, published a comprehensive critique of U.S. BMD plans in Russia’s leading defense weekly, *Voenno-Promishlenniy Kur’er*. Since then, senior Russian government officials, military officers, and policy analysts have waged a year-long campaign of invective against American foreign and defense policies, with many of their objections focusing on the U.S. proposals to deploy BMD interceptor missiles in Poland and an advanced BMD radar system in the Czech Republic.

The central Russian argument is that the professed U.S. justification for the deployments—that the systems are needed to defend the United States and European countries against a growing missile threat from would-be proliferating states—especially Iran—lacks credibility. Russian representatives further argue that the best means to discourage any aspirations these states might have in this regard is through negotiations aimed at addressing their underlying security concerns rather than through military means likely to trigger a threatening counter-response.

Given their skepticism regarding the need to erect missile defenses against Iran, Russian representatives have argued that other considerations explain U.S. interest in enhancing its missile defenses. Some Russian commentators attribute Washington’s BMD plans to the machinations of the American military-industrial complex or a U.S. desire to reassert influence in Europe following the Iraq debacle. Most Russian analysts, however, see the planned BMD deployments in Poland and the Czech Republic as aimed primarily at weakening Russia’s nuclear deterrent.
Preoccupation with Russia’s resistance to the proposed U.S. deployments in Europe has obscured Russian opposition to other U.S. BMD programs. In his February 2007 speech at the Munich security conference, Putin indicated that Moscow saw the European deployments as one component of a larger American effort to negate Russia’s nuclear deterrent and reinforce Washington’s global influence. According to him, if the United States effectuates its missile defense plans, “The balance of powers will be absolutely destroyed, and one of the parties will benefit from the feeling of complete security. This means that its hands will be free not only in local but eventually also in global conflicts.”

Russian defense experts acknowledge that Russia’s vast strategic missile arsenal could undoubtedly overwhelm the small number of interceptor missiles—currently 10—that the United States plans to deploy in Poland. They claim, however, that the United States could easily deploy additional BMD systems, including more interceptor missiles, in Poland in the future. Russian analysts have also expressed concerns that American statements regarding the evolving nature of the U.S. global BMD architecture mean the United States will seek to deploy BMD systems in other countries besides Poland and the Czech Republic, especially Ukraine or Georgia. In addition, some Russian experts argue that the United States is seeking the capacity to rapidly replace the defensive interceptors with offensive ballistic missiles that could attack Russia with little warning time. Russian analysts also assert that the United States will use the pretext of defending the BMD assets to deploy additional military infrastructure, including U.S. ground and air forces, close to Russia, despite alleged promises made at the time of Germany’s reunification that North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) governments would refrain from such forward deployments.

Accompanying each of these discrete criticisms has been the expression of a general Russian grievance that the BMD dialogue U.S. officials have offered Moscow has been insufficiently comprehensive or detailed. Russians complain that these bilateral briefings have essentially consisted of a review of U.S. plans, with assurances that their implementation would not threaten Russia, rather than a genuine exchange of views in which Americans take into account Russian concerns. Some Russians have accused the Bush administration of feigning an effort at consultation with Moscow to appease Europeans worried about possible Russian countermeasures.

Russian government officials and military commanders have actively sought to exacerbate these concerns. During the past year, Putin and other Russian leaders have stressed their country’s development of advanced military technologies that will guarantee Russia’s ability to overcome any U.S. or NATO BMD systems. On May 29, 2007, the Russian government ostentatiously tested two new ballistic missiles, designated the RS-24 and R-500. First Deputy Prime Minister Sergei Ivanov, the former Defense Minister, claimed that “these systems can beat any operational and future missile defenses.” Russian military commanders have repeatedly warned that they will target any U.S. BMD sites near Russia with Russian ballistic missiles or warplanes. Putin and other Russian leaders have renounced any intent to match the U.S. military buildup on a missile-for-missile basis, expressing confidence that less costly asymmetric responses would adequately maintain the credibility of Russia’s nuclear deterrent. Nonetheless, they still
want to underscore to domestic and foreign audiences that Russia retains a formidable strategic arsenal.

Moscow’s initial response—vociferous complaints punctuated by vague threats of retaliation—failed to induce either Washington or its enthusiastic NATO allies to cancel the BMD programs. Russian representatives then pursued several diplomatic initiatives to avert the deployments. At the 2007 G-8 summit, Putin offered to provide the United States with unprecedented access to data on Iranian nuclear developments as gleaned from the Russian-leased Gabala radar station in Azerbaijan in return for a freeze of Washington’s planned Czech and Polish deployments. At their July 2-3 Kennebunkport summit, Putin told Bush that the United States could also use a nearly-constructed BMD radar in southern Russia, located in Krasnodar Territory about 700 km northwest of Iran. Putin further proposed establishing an ambitious pan-European BMD architecture that would integrate NATO and Russian defenses against common missile threats. The Bush administration, while expressing general interest in expanding BMD cooperation with Moscow, refused to accept Putin’s specific offers because they would have required abandoning the planned U.S. missile defenses in Eastern Europe. Even if a future U.S. administration seems more amenable to such a deal, the prospects for extensive Russian-American BMD cooperation are unpromising. Fundamentally, multinational missile defense arrangements demand an exceptional level of military-to-military cooperation between participating countries, which in turn generally requires good political relations among the governments. Russia and the United States have proven unable to achieve the requisite improvement in their bilateral relationship and seem unlikely to do so in the near future.109
The Chinese have also criticized U.S. BMD plans, if somewhat less vocally than their Russian counterparts, and have expressed no formal interest in collaborating with the United States on missile defense. China’s state-run news media have generally supported the Russian criticisms of U.S. BMD programs. Chinese officials have focused their attention on the expanding U.S.-Japanese BMD research and development program. A particular Chinese concern has been that the system might eventually cover Taiwan, a development which could embolden Taiwanese separatists if it appeared to negate the capacity of China’s growing fleet of medium-range missiles to bombard the island. Some commentators have interpreted China’s January 2007 ASAT test and the expected deployment of China’s new DF-31 road-mobile intercontinental ballistic missile as efforts to enhance China’s ability to overcome any BMD deployed by the United States or its East Asian allies.

Despite their mutual concern about American strategic ambitions, however, Russia and China have not undertaken any widespread collaboration in this area. For example, they have not pooled their military resources or expertise to counter U.S. BMD technologies. Nor have they coordinated pressures against other countries in Europe or Asia to abstain from deploying U.S. BMD assets, even in Central Asia or Northeast Asia, regions which border both their territories.

Both Russia and China have worked in the UNSC to weaken resolutions seeking to sanction Iran for activities that NATO leaders claim might provide Tehran with nuclear weapons or long-range ballistic missiles. Even so, Russian and Chinese representatives have thus far limited their collaboration on the missile defense issue
to joint declarations. It was not until July 19, 2007, that the Chinese Foreign Ministry also endorsed Russia’s position against U.S. plans to deploy BMD systems in Poland and the Czech Republic, agreeing that it could upset the global balance of power. Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Liu Jianchao stated that “China always holds that the deployment of an anti-ballistic missile system will undermine the current international strategic balance and stability. It is not conducive to regional security and mutual trust between countries, and might give rise to new problems of missile proliferation and end up with an arms race.”

Russian officials have also expressed disapproval of Japanese and Australian participation in U.S. BMD programs. But they have not devoted anywhere near as much attention to this dimension as they have to the planned U.S. BMD deployments in Eastern Europe, which many Russian strategists consider a special security zone given its proximity to Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Russia’s European industrial heartland.

At the August 2007 SCO summit, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov stated that Russia and China were “analyzing the U.S. global missile defense plans targeting Europe and the East,” but explained that both governments were addressing the issue independently, though in parallel, and had not yet considered formally cooperating on BMD. Such collaboration could presumably range from simply exchanging intelligence assessments to establishing bilateral research and development programs for producing joint anti-BMD technologies. Lavrov would state only that Beijing and Moscow “share a vision of how to provide security.”
Space-Based Suspicions.

As in other areas, China and Russia have both parallel and conflicting interests in outer space. The two countries have long cooperated on civilian space research missions. Many of China’s space exploration capabilities are based on former Soviet technologies. China and Russia still conduct joint research missions. For example, the two countries intend to launch two jointly developed and manufactured exploration craft to Mars next year. One of the twin explorers, under the control of China’s National Space Administration, will orbit the planet. The other, guided by Russia’s Space Agency (RosKosmos), will land on the planet.116

Both governments have long been concerned by U.S. military programs in this realm. For example, when the Bush administration published an unclassified version of its new National Space Policy in October 2006, it evoked deep concern in Moscow and Beijing. Although it acknowledges the value of international cooperation in space and the right of “free passage” for all countries’ satellites and other space-based objects, the policy reaffirms the intent to protect U.S. space capabilities by all available means.117

The 1967 Outer Space Treaty prohibits countries from basing weapons of mass destruction (WMD) in space, but its application to space-based missile defenses involving lasers or other non-nuclear weapons remains under dispute. Russian and Chinese experts claim that the United States is seeking to acquire the means to orchestrate attacks in space against Russian and Chinese reconnaissance satellites and long-range ballistic missiles, whose trajectories pass through the upper atmosphere.118 Accordingly, Chinese and Russian delegations to various UN disarmament
meetings have submitted joint working papers and other proposals to begin multilateral disarmament negotiations to prevent the militarization of space. The U.S. Government opposes a formal arms control treaty for space as both unnecessary and probably ineffective.\textsuperscript{119}

In addition to these diplomatic initiatives, the Russian and Chinese governments have independently issued broad threats intended to dissuade the United States from actually deploying (as opposed to merely researching) weapons in space. For instance, in June 2005 Russian Defense Minister Sergei Ivanov threatened “adequate retaliatory measures” against any country that deployed spaced-based weapons.\textsuperscript{120}

After the new U.S. space policy was first announced in September 2006, Vladimir Popovkin, the commander of Russian Space Forces, said Russia “must be ready to take adequate offensive and defensive measures” if other countries were to develop and deploy space-based weapons.\textsuperscript{121} Vitaly Davydov, the deputy head of the Russian space agency RosKosmos, complained that the U.S. October 2006 National Space policy document “can be seen today as the first step toward a serious deepening of the military confrontation in space. Now the Americans are saying that they want . . . to dictate to others who else is allowed to go there.”\textsuperscript{122}

As noted, the Russian government used the occasion of China’s anti-satellite test on January 12, 2007, to criticize the United States for blocking progress on outer space arms control negotiations. The Russian reaction was unusually restrained, given that China’s decision to conduct its first test of an ASAT weapon represents a sharp escalation in the hitherto low-key positioning between China, Russia, and the United States over the use of outer space for military purposes. The test represented the first anti-satellite attempt by
any country in over 2 decades. It also marked the first use of a surface-based missile to destroy an orbiting satellite.

Nevertheless, the Chinese and Russian delegations continued to work at the UN Conference on Disarmament in Geneva to secure enactment of a treaty that would prevent the United States from possibly deploying weapons in outer space. On February 12, 2008, they jointly submitted a draft treaty that would prohibit the deployment of some weapons—including U.S. defensive missile interceptors—in outer space, while not affecting ground-based ICBMs that fly through space or conventional satellites that can be maneuvered to function as kinetic weapons against other satellites.123

Despite their overlapping interests in countering U.S. military activities in space, Russia has been very circumspect in cooperating with China’s defense program. On December 26, 2006, the head of RosKosmos, Anatoly Perminov, acknowledged that the Russian Federation had an established policy of not sharing advanced space technologies with China for fear of creating a formidable future competitor. According to Perminov, though the Chinese space program may lag decades behind that of Russia and the United States, and still employs Soviet-era technologies, they were “quickly catching up.” He said Russia would cooperate on joint projects, such as exploring the moon or supporting the International Space Station, but would not sell or otherwise transfer space-related technologies to China.124

The Russian position likely reflects recognition that many aerospace technologies have direct military applications. For example, China could use imported space technologies to develop improved military re-
connaissance satellites or long-range ballistic missiles. In a future scenario, China might even use ASATs to threaten Russia’s military assets in space. Alexander Khramchikhin, head of the analytical department at the Institute for Political and Military Analysis, interpreted the Chinese ASAT test in January 2007 as a threat to both Russia and the United States, since the Chinese were able to demonstrate a direct-ascent technology never tested by either Moscow or Washington.¹²⁵

Russian authorities have not hesitated to punish Russian scientists (most notoriously physicist Valentin Danilov) who have violated export controls for proscribed technology. In November 2006, the Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) arrested several employees at the Tsniimash-Export Company, including the General Director Igor Reshetin, for selling to the China Precision Machinery Import-Expert Corporation—without Russian government approval—technology that could be used to create missile delivery systems. Tsniimash-Export is a leading Russian manufacturer of rockets and missiles that works closely with the Russian Space Agency. It also deals with customers in China and, until being sanctioned by the U.S. Government under the Iran Non-Proliferation Act in 2003, in the United States.¹²⁶

Russian leaders also presumably do not want to jeopardize their country’s extensive collaboration with the United States in civilian space activities, as well as potential opportunities for cooperating with NATO countries on certain aspects of space defense, by associating so closely with Beijing’s defense program that Moscow’s western partners might come to fear that any sensitive technologies they supplied Russia would soon find their way to China. Russian officials are undoubtedly aware that the Chinese ASAT test has
generated efforts, especially within the U.S. Congress, to tighten international restrictions on the transfer of sensitive aerospace technologies to China. After the Chinese ASAT test, the United States effectively suspended almost all the cooperative space programs agreed to between Presidents George Bush and Hu Jintao during their April 2006 summit meeting. When Foreign Minister Lavrov returned from an early February 2007 visit to Washington, he stressed the Russian government’s continued interest in cooperating with the United States in space exploration, including implementing some bilateral agreements that “could be linked with plans on military use of space.”

CENTRAL ASIA

Central Asia perhaps represents the geographic region where the security interests of China and Russia most overlap. Although the two countries often compete for Central Asian energy resources and commercial opportunities, their shared security interests mean that, for the most part, the newly independent states of Central Asia—Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan (the “Stans”)—have not become venues for rivalry between Moscow and Beijing, as was once expected, but rather major unifying elements in Chinese-Russian relations. Nevertheless, this harmony arises primarily because Beijing views the region as of lower strategic priority than does Moscow, which still considers Central Asia a region of special Russian influence. China’s growing interest in securing Central Asian oil and gas could lead Beijing to reconsider its policy of regional deference.
Russian Goals.

Even after the disintegration of the Soviet Union in 1991, Moscow has retained extensive political, economic, and security ties with the Stans. Russia’s military assets in the region, especially its military bases in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, also give it substantial hard power. During the last few years, the Russian government has been increasing its defense-related activities in Central Asia. In October 2003, it established its first new military base since the USSR’s demise at Kant in Kyrgyzstan. As a result, Kyrgyzstan has become the only country hosting both a Russian and an American military base on its territory. The approximately 20 military aircraft and 500 troops deployed there lie only some 30 kilometers (20 miles) from the U.S. base at Manas, which is also used by some U.S. allies with military contingents in Afghanistan. The stated purpose of the Russian base is to protect Kyrgyzstan and other Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) countries from external aggression, including foreign terrorist attacks.

Russian economic goals in Central Asia include ensuring that its firms participate in developing the region’s energy resources and that Central Asian oil and gas exporters continue to use Russian pipelines. At present, Russian companies and business groups control much of the transportation systems for Central Asia’s oil, gas, and electricity. Thanks to the legacy of the integrated Soviet economy, Central Asia’s landlocked states continue to rely heavily on transportation, communications, supply-chain, and other networks that either traverse Russia or fall under Russian control. Although Russian firms have made some progress in developing suppliers in Russia to
replace or supplement sources in other former Soviet states, many companies still rely on Central Asian suppliers for essential natural resources, equipment, and other inputs.

Central Asian manufacturers remain similarly dependent on Russian spare parts, technology, and services. The Russian government derives substantial tax and transit revenue from Russian business activities in Central Asia. Controlling the flow of Central Asian oil enhances Russia’s leverage over foreign purchasers. In the case of natural gas, Central Asian supplies appear necessary to make up for shortfalls in existing export capacity. At present, Russia can purchase natural gas from Central Asia and resell it to European markets at over 100 percent markup. The recent surge in world oil and gas prices has facilitated a major resurgence of Russian public and private investment in Central Asia.

Moscow also wants ethnic Russians in the region to be treated well, if only to prevent their mass immigration to Russia as burdensome refugees. Russia’s higher standard of living already pulls millions of migrants from Central Asia into the Russian labor market, especially in the booming construction industry. Only a small percentage of these immigrants have obtained official permission to work in Russia, where even documented workers of Central Asian ethnicity encounter discrimination and abuse. Their remittances make an essential contribution to the gross national product (GNP) of their countries of origin, remove potentially dissatisfied social elements from these states, and give Central Asian governments another reason to stay on Moscow’s good side.

For at least the next few years, Russia will continue to derive soft power from its Soviet legacy. Although
members of the younger generations in Central Asia are often drawn either to the West’s consumer culture or toward Islamic movements, the region’s predominantly secular and elderly political elite still sees Moscow as their lodestone. They appreciate Russian culture, have studied in Russia’s prestigious schools, and follow court life in Moscow with rapt attention. Russian television, films, and newspapers still enjoy a substantial presence in Central Asia, while American products, including even Hollywood movies, remain surprisingly scarce.\textsuperscript{132} The continued influence of the Russian language became evident in April 2001, when most of the heads of state attending the first summit of “Turkish-speaking” countries used Russian.\textsuperscript{133} In several Central Asian countries, the Russian language is holding its own or even making a modest comeback.\textsuperscript{134} The relocation of millions of Central Asian nationals to Russia during both the Soviet era and the post-independence period means that many families have friends and relatives in Russia. Thousands of military personnel from Central Asian armed forces study or train in Russia, often at subsidized rates. Local business elites are also typically more comfortable speaking Russian than English or Chinese.

**Chinese Objectives.**

China has had ties for centuries with Central Asia, but Russian and Soviet control of the region since the 19th century largely severed these contacts. Since the USSR’s demise in 1991, China has reemerged as a major player in the region. In the realm of politics, Chinese authorities worry most about the spread of hostile ideologies such as liberal democracy and Islamic fundamentalism in Central Asia, both for their direct local effects and for their potential spillover
consequences for Chinese territory. Fears of ethnic separatism in China’s Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region reinforce this latter concern. It is a region, constituting one-sixth of China, where nationalists’ uprisings marked by deadly violence occurred during the late 1980s and 1990s. Although massive immigration by Han Chinese into Xinjiang in recent decades has reduced the percentage of Muslim Uighurs in Xinjiang to below 50 percent of the 18 million people living there, the Uighurs enjoy ethnic and religious links to neighboring Turkic populations in Central Asia.\textsuperscript{135} For example, approximately one million ethnic Kazakhs live in Xinjiang. Some of the members of the Uighur Diaspora in Central Asia, which numbers approximately half a million people, have been active in groups seeking an independent East Turkistan that would include Xinjiang.\textsuperscript{136}

China has relied on diplomatic initiatives and security and other assistance to induce Central Asian governments to curb separatist activities by Uighur or “East Turkestan” activists, especially in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan. By 2004, Beijing had signed bilateral counterterrorism agreements with all four of its Central Asian neighbors with provisions including joint law enforcement operations, police training, and enhanced intelligence sharing.\textsuperscript{137} The governments of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan have both deported Uighurs following Chinese requests.\textsuperscript{138} For its part, China has supplied Central Asian governments with some defense equipment, military training, and intelligence data to assist them to combat local “terrorist” groups.

China’s growing energy needs represent another force driving its increased interest and involvement in Central Asia. A combination of a booming economy and declining domestic energy production has resulted in
China’s importation of an increasingly large percentage of its oil and natural gas. Although China still acquires the bulk of its oil imports from the Persian Gulf and Africa, Chinese policymakers have sought to enhance their access to energy resources from Central Asia as well as Russia. Oil and gas from these regions can travel overland to China and obviate Beijing’s reliance on vulnerable sea lanes susceptible to interception by the U.S. or other navies. In addition, the Chinese understand that terrorism, military conflicts, and other instability in the Middle East pose risks of disrupting its energy exports.

Although Central Asia currently provides only about 10 percent of China’s total oil imports, Chinese planners apparently hope that by purchasing local energy equities and developing the region’s eastward transportation infrastructure, they can increase this percentage substantially in the future.\textsuperscript{139} In recent years, the Chinese government has been promoting the development of land-based oil and gas pipelines that would direct Central Asian energy resources eastwards towards China. Almost all of Central Asia’s Soviet-era energy networks flow either westwards towards Europe or north to Russia.

Much of China’s interest in developing Central Asia’s energy resources has centered on Kazakhstan, its main trading partner in the region. In the first 6 months of 2007, the level of bilateral trade between China and Kazakhstan climbed to $5.97 billion, a figure more than 60 percent larger than that for the first half of 2006.\textsuperscript{140} In July 2005, Chinese President Hu Jintao signed a declaration of strategic partnership with Kazakhstan President Nursultan Nazarbayev. Among other things, the agreement provided for expedited development of the 1,000-km Atasu-Alashankou
pipeline that will transport at least 10 million tons of oil annually from Kazakhstan’s Caspian coast to China’s Xinjiang province, meeting as much as 15 percent of China’s total demand for oil.\textsuperscript{141} This 50-50 joint venture between the state-owned China National Petroleum Corporation (CNCP) and KazMunaiGaz, Kazakhstan’s national oil and gas giant, began operating on a limited basis in December 2005, marking the first eastward flow of Central Asian oil and China’s first import of oil by pipeline.\textsuperscript{142} The CNCP has also acquired a substantial stake in a new natural gas field in western Kazakhstan.

When Hu Jintao visited Kazakhstan while returning to China after the August 16, 2007, SCO Bishkek summit, he and President Nazarbayev signed several energy agreements. One would expand an existing pipeline that carries oil from central Kazakhstan to China’s Xinjiang province. The extension would transport oil from fields in Kazakhstan’s Caspian Sea region to western China. The new line is scheduled to reach full capacity by 2011. The two presidents also announced that Kazakhstan would allow the natural gas pipeline being planned between Turkmenistan and China to pass through its territory. According to current plans, when completed in 2009, it will transport 30 billion cubic meters of gas to China annually. CNPC has already invested $6.5bn in oil projects in Kazakhstan and plans to increase that total, partially by developing fields in the Caspian region.\textsuperscript{143}

Chinese planners have long envisioned constructing a 3,000-kilometer pipeline linking China to Kazakhstan’s abundant Caspian Sea energy reserves. Following Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev’s visit to Beijing on December 20, 2006, the two sides launched a phased project to construct multiple oil
pipelines—beginning first with an extension of the Atasu-Alashankou pipeline to the city of Kenkiyak in the Kazakh sector of the Caspian Sea—linking the two countries and financed by both.\textsuperscript{144}

China also has begun developing energy ties with Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan. In July 2005, China’s Sinopec negotiated a memorandum on cooperation with Uzbekneftegaz, Uzbekistan’s state-owned energy company, that should entail China’s investment of over $100 million during the next 5 years in the smaller country’s oil industry.\textsuperscript{145} In June 2006, China’s National Oil and Gas Exploration Development Corporation (CNODC) announced it would spend $210 million to search for energy in Uzbekistan.\textsuperscript{146} In April 2007, the Chinese and Uzbek governments released a statement announcing their intention to construct a 500-kilometer natural gas pipeline between their countries, with an annual capacity of 30 billion cubic meters (bcm) per year. This huge volume would amount to half of Uzbekistan’s annual gas production. Since China and Uzbekistan do not border each other, the pipeline would need to traverse another Central Asian country.\textsuperscript{147}

In April 2006, Chinese officials reached agreement with then President Saparmurat Niyazov of Turkmenistan to ship natural gas to China through a future pipeline. Current plans envisage the shipment next year of approximately 30 billion cubic meters of natural gas from Turkmenistan’s Bagtyyarlyk field to Chinese markets through a 4,350-mile (7,000 kilometer) pipeline, continuing for at least 30 years.\textsuperscript{148} For some time, Turkmenistan had been seeking alternative energy export routes to reduce its overwhelming dependence on Russian-owned pipelines.\textsuperscript{149}

Besides securing access to the region’s energy resources, Chinese officials also desire to enhance
commerce between its relatively impoverished north-western regions and their Central Asian neighbors. This consideration applies particularly to restless Xinjiang, whose Tarim Basin could supply over one-fifth of China’s total oil consumption by 2010. The Chinese government is developing new rail, pipeline, and other infrastructure links that would tighten the nexus between Xinjiang and both Central Asia and the rest of China. Over half the province’s foreign trade already derives from commerce with Central Asian countries.

Trade across China’s other borders with Central Asia also has been increasing, albeit starting from very low levels. The Chinese government has granted hundreds of millions of dollars in credits to the Central Asian countries for the purchase of Chinese goods. Its products—which are of higher quality than those from Russia and less expensive than Western imports—have established a major presence in the region’s market for low-end consumer goods, machinery, and equipment.

Despite the recent growth in commerce, neither China nor Central Asia ranks as a leading aggregate trading partner of the other. In 2006, the combined trade volume of Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan with China barely exceeded $10 billion. Most of this commerce is centered on Kazakhstan. In 2006, China was the third largest purchaser of Kazakhstan’s goods and the second largest seller after Russia. Kyrgyzstan now also receives over half its imports from China, but accounts for only a small share of Chinese purchases.

Although formal Chinese companies have long replaced the private shuttle traders that pioneered transborder commerce, further increases in Chinese economic intercourse with or through Central Asia
will require major improvements in the capacity and security of the region’s east-west transportation links. A legacy of the formerly integrated Soviet economy is that most roads, railways, and energy pipelines flow northward towards Russia. Beijing is currently funding several major infrastructure projects to spur east-west traffic, including energy pipelines, communications and power networks, and improved roads and railroads.\footnote{156} For example, the Chinese are hoping that construction will begin in 2008 on two new railways connecting Xinjiang with Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan.\footnote{157} China has made available a $900 million loan to SCO member states on easy terms to finance projects for developing Central Asia’s natural resources and infrastructure.

In the realm of soft power, Chinese leaders face certain impediments in Central Asia. Knowledge of the Chinese language is far less common in Central Asia than that of Russian or even English. Many Central Asians, especially those in border communities near Xingjiang, fear being swamped by China’s enormous population through immigration.\footnote{158} For comparison, Kazakhstan’s entire population amounts to approximately 1 percent of that of China. Central Asians also commonly complain about the poor quality of imported Chinese consumer goods. On the other hand, many Central Asian leaders admire their Chinese counterparts’ ability to achieve high rates of economic growth while preserving their authoritarian political system.

**Shared Chinese-Russian Interests.**

Although China and Russia often compete for Central Asian energy supplies and commercial opportunities, the two governments share a desire to limit instability in the region. They especially fear
ethnic separatism in their border territories supported by Islamic fundamentalist movements in Central Asia. Russian authorities dread the prospect of continued instability in the northern Caucasus, particularly Chechnya and neighboring Dagestan. China’s leaders worry about separatist agitation in Xinjiang.

The current governments of both Russia and China are clearly uneasy over the substantial U.S. military presence in Central Asia as well as American democracy promotion activities in the region. When the onset of Operation ENDURING FREEDOM in late 2001 brought large numbers of American combat troops to Russia’s southern border, the divided Russian political and military elite found solace in the compromise formulation that the U.S. forces should stay only for the duration of the antiterrorist campaign, implying a long but not indefinite period. This reluctant acceptance of the U.S. military presence reflected a grudging recognition that the Americans could destroy Russia’s Islamic extremist enemies and promote regional stability more effectively than Russia could by itself due to its reduced capabilities.159

More recently, the regional instability following from the U.S. invasion of Iraq and the “color revolutions” that have seen the deposition of pro-Moscow governments around Russia’s borders have led many influential Russians to see the U.S. presence as a major source of instability in its own right.160 In August 2005, Deputy Foreign Minister Grigorii Karasin warned that the “enforcement of democracy” in the former Soviet Union would engender instability and unpredictable consequences throughout the region.161 In June 2006, President Putin expressed understanding for Uzbekistan’s decision the previous year to expel U.S. military forces from its territory, observing that Washington had only itself to blame by behaving like
a “bull in a china shop” in the region, i.e., by publicly decrying the host country’s authoritarian excesses.162

Chinese leaders have also expressed concern over external democracy promotion efforts in Eurasia. In July 2006, Chinese President Hu Jintao echoed Putin in warning against foreign interference in countries’ internal affairs: “We hope the outside world will accept the social system and path to development independently chosen by our members … and respect the domestic and foreign policies adopted by the SCO participants in line with their national conditions.”163 Chinese analysts have described Western governments as supporting anti-Chinese terrorist movements in Central Asia under the fig leaf of democracy promotion.164

Russian and Chinese leaders have avoided directly challenging the American military presence in Central Asia. Their ambivalence reflects recognition of the advantages of having the United States suppress the region’s terrorist movements and promote the stability required to develop Central Asian oil and gas resources. It also results from uncertainties over the ability of China and Russia to manage the consequences of a complete and rapid U.S. military disengagement from the region. Recall that the precipitous Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan as their empire crumbled created a major security vacuum in the region that disrupted economic and political stability in neighboring countries for at least a decade.

**Chinese-Russian Conflicts.**

Despite the overlapping interests of Russia and China in Central Asia, their policies in that region still frequently conflict. Russian officials have actively opposed Chinese efforts to acquire majority ownership
of Central Asian energy assets, preferring that these resources remain under the control of Russia’s powerful energy companies or Central Asia’s pliant national governments. The Russian government has also worked to prevent the establishment of a SCO-wide free trade zone, which would allow cheap Chinese goods to swamp local markets.

One reason why the Russian government has made only modest efforts to constrain Washington’s influence in Central Asia is that the U.S. engagement in the region helps reassure Russians anxious about how China’s growing economic and military power will affect regional politics. In 2006, Deputy Secretary of the Russian Security Council Nikolai Spassky said that East Asia’s transformation “could pose the most important challenge to Russia’s national security for the next decades.” He emphasized, however, that this challenge would become a threat only if Russia ignored or failed to adequately respond to developments there.\(^\text{165}\) Russia’s membership in the SCO presumably helps ensure that Moscow remains involved in Eurasian security issues, but the American presence serves as an added safeguard.

Russian strategists have sought to preserve at least one major asymmetry regarding China’s presence in Central Asia. Unlike Russia and the United States, China lacks permanent bases in Central Asia outside Chinese territory and has not offered defense security guarantees to any Central Asian government. The Chinese armed forces do engage in frequent bilateral and multilateral military and internal security exercises in the region, but the Chinese participants have always returned home upon their conclusion. As its overall military modernization proceeds, however, China’s ability to project power into nearby Central Asia correspondingly increases.\(^\text{166}\)
There is some evidence that the Russian government has taken steps to counter or control any potential Chinese military presence in the region. When the pro-Beijing government of President Askar Akayev came under threat in neighboring Kyrgyzstan in late May 2005, Foreign Ministry spokesperson Liu Jianchao said China would “seriously consider” deploying troops, perhaps under the auspices of the SCO, to southern Kyrgyzstan to help counter “terrorism, separatism, and extremism” there.167 However, according to some sources, Russian and local opposition blocked the deployment.168 In late July 2005, the acting Deputy Prime Minister of the new Kyrgyz government said: “The deployment of a Chinese military base on Kyrgyz territory has been discussed at a very high level, but Bishkek will not turn the national territory into a military and political range. We have enough means and forces to protect the sovereignty of Kyrgyzstan.”169 Kyrgyz officials alleviated Chinese concerns by reaffirming their commitments to the SCO and to oppose terrorism, separatism, and extremism.

Russian-Chinese commercial competition in Central Asia is even more evident. In September 2004, Chinese Prime Minster Wen Jiabao proposed establishing a comprehensive common market within the SCO that would affect members’ trade, customs, tax, immigration, and other policies. Russian officials, fearful that an inflow of cheap Chinese goods and services would drive Russian enterprises out of the region, argued that economic integration among SCO nations should occur gradually, over the course of decades—thus conveniently preserving Russian economic domination over Central Asia in the interim.170

Russia and China also have cross-cutting interests with respect to oil and gas. Both countries want to
increase Central Asian production. Russia, however, wants to maintain control over these sources as well as the region’s energy transportation infrastructure in order to divert deliveries to privileged buyers or, if world prices are low, to stockpile supplies. As a major energy consumer, however, China desires to exert direct control over regional energy assets—preferably by purchasing them outright—and maximize production regardless of the effects on world energy prices. The two countries are now engaged in direct competition for Turkmenistan’s large but problematic gas supplies.171

THE SHANGHAI COOPERATION ORGANIZATION

China’s and Russia’s overlapping and diverging interests in Central Asia have manifested themselves most visibly in the SCO. Since its founding in 2001, the SCO has essentially functioned as a Chinese-Russian condominium, providing Beijing and Moscow with a convenient multilateral framework to manage their interests in the newly independent countries of Central Asia. At present, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan are also full members, while India, Iran, Mongolia, and Pakistan have observer status in the organization.

History.

The SCO emerged from a series of border security negotiations begun in November 1992 between Beijing and the former Soviet republics located along China’s border (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan, as well as Russia). Starting in 1996, the five countries began to
hold annual summit meetings as the “Shanghai Five.” At the first leadership summit meeting in Shanghai on April 26, 1996, the governments signed a “Treaty on Deepening Military Trust in Border Regions,” which established a set of military confidence-building measures along their shared borders. During the second meeting of the five nations under this framework, which occurred in Moscow on April 25, 1997, they signed a “Treaty on Reduction of Military Forces in Border Regions” that restricted conventional military deployments and activities within a hundred kilometer-wide demilitarized zone along these common borders.

Subsequent Shanghai Five summits began to discuss economic and other nonmilitary issues, including how to cope with regional terrorism, narcotics trafficking, and other transnational threats of concern to all the participating states. By 2001, the governments involved decided they needed a more permanent mechanism to address their expanding multilateral agenda. In particular, they sought more frequent meetings than the annual leadership summits and expansion of the range of government agencies to encompass security, law enforcement, economic, and others. At their June 2001 meeting, the Shanghai Five joined with Uzbekistan, whose president had attended the July 2000 summit in Dushanbe as an observer, to institutionalize their interactions by establishing the SCO, replacing the Shanghai Five.172

Building on the arms control achievements of the Shanghai Five as discussed above, the SCO has sponsored extensive, senior-level consultations on several issues, including crime, narcotics trafficking, economic development, transportation, communication, energy, the war in Afghanistan, and terrorism. The latter topic
has become the most important issue of concern for its members. The parties are establishing concrete mechanisms to facilitate such cooperation—including annual meetings of their defense, foreign, and prime ministers—as well as formal structures to interact with nonmember governments and other international institutions.

Security Role.

Since 2003, the SCO has sponsored a number of “antiterrorist exercises” involving paramilitary as well as intelligence and law enforcement personnel. In October 2002, China and Kyrgyzstan conducted the first bilateral antiterror exercise within the SCO framework, involving joint border operations by hundreds of troops. It marked the PLA’s first maneuvers with another country’s military. In August 2003, all the member government militaries, with the exception of those from Uzbekistan, participated in the first formal SCO-sponsored combined exercise (Cooperation 2003). It involved over 1,000 troops engaging in several counterterrorism scenarios in eastern Kazakhstan and China’s Xinjiang region. During the unprecedented Russian-Chinese military exercises of August 2005, all six SCO defense or deputy defense ministers attended as observers. American and other Western representatives were not invited. Later Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs Peter Rodman said that Washington had wanted to observe the exercise, but “the Chinese declined to invite us.” In early March 2006, Uzbekistan affirmed its heightened commitment to the SCO by hosting a multilateral exercise under its auspices, East-Antiterror-2006. Representatives from the member
governments’ special services and law enforcement personnel rehearsed hostage rescue and defense of critical infrastructure from terrorist attacks.\textsuperscript{175}

The language used in the fifth anniversary declaration of the SCO, adapted in June 2006, resembles that found in standard nonaggression pacts. Members pledge not to join alliances or otherwise take actions that would “allow their territories to be used to undermine the sovereignty, security, or territorial integrity of the other member states.” It also provides for immediate consultations during “emergencies that threaten regional peace, stability, and security.” Lastly, the declaration indicates interest in signing a SCO multilateral “treaty of good-neighborliness” and creating a regional conflict prevention mechanism.\textsuperscript{176}

The SCO gained notoriety in the West in July 2005, when the governments of Russia, China, and most Central Asian countries unexpectedly called on the United States and its allies to set a timetable for ending their military presence in the region.\textsuperscript{177} That act prompted General Richard Myers, then Chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, to accuse Moscow and Beijing of “trying to bully” their smaller neighbors into weakening security ties with Washington.\textsuperscript{178} Many observers suspect that Russian and Chinese representatives at the July 2005 SCO summit encouraged Uzbekistan to expel U.S. military forces from its territory and subsequently pressured Kyrgyzstan to end U.S. access to the air force base at Manas airport as well.\textsuperscript{179} A steady stream of senior U.S. officials visited the Kyrgyz capital before the August 2007 SCO summit to dissuade officials from making U.S. access to the Manas base an issue at the gathering.\textsuperscript{180}

A series of bizarre incidents—the December 2006 killing of a Kyrgyz worker by a U.S. airman,
mysterious kidnapping of an American female soldier, and a ground collision between a taxiing U.S. airplane and the Kyrgyz presidential jet—have soured much of the population on the 1,000-man American presence. Members of the Kyrgyz parliament—prompted by local mass news media outlets and various pro-Russian nongovernment organization (NGO) activists—pressed the government to evict U.S. forces from the base. For the time being, however, the Kyrgyz government has said it will support the United States as long as the war in Afghanistan continues (and after the United States agreed in July 2006 to increase its yearly compensation payments from $20 million to $150 million). In addition, the recent resurgence of the Taliban in Afghanistan has apparently dampened Chinese-Russian interest in precipitating a rapid Western military withdrawal.

Instead, the SCO has become more engaged in developing the capacity to protect its nondemocratic member governments against internal as well as external challenges. Unlike the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the EU, and NATO, the SCO has long explicitly adhered to the principle of “noninterference” in domestic affairs, which in practice has meant not requiring members to respect international civil rights standards. After perceived election improprieties served as the immediate trigger for the color revolutions in Georgia and Ukraine (resulting in deposition of entrenched old-guard governments), the SCO formed its own cadre of election observers. Since their first use during the February 2005 ballot in Kyrgyzstan, they have endorsed every election held in a member state, with the notable exception of the victory of the pro-Western candidate, Victor Yushchenko, in Ukraine’s 2004
presidential elections. Along with the traditionally compliant monitors organized by the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), the SCO observers help bolster the legitimacy of Central Asia’s authoritarian regimes by having another prominent international institution certify even questionable results.

The latest exercise, Peace Mission 2007, occurred during the period August 8-17, 2007. This was the largest SCO joint exercise in the organization’s 6-year history. Almost 6,500 troops and 80 aircraft participated in the two phases, including 2,000 troops from Russia and 1,600 from China. As in 2005, the organizers declined to allow American observers at the event. The first phase of the exercise occurred in Russia’s Volga-Urals Military District, the second phase at Urumqi, capital of Xinjiang. The latter location led some observers to charge that “the real objective” of the exercise was “to intimidate the Uighur population in East Turkestan and to warn the democratic forces in Central Asia not to challenge the authoritarian regimes.” In addition, the scenario for Peace Mission 2007—as well as the thousands of troops with accompanying warplanes and other heavy military equipment—seems designed to enhance the ability of the participating armed forces to suppress another attempt at a popular rebellion such as the one that occurred in Andijon, Uzbekistan, in 2005. At the time, the SCO was not capable of organizing a military intervention to repress the uprising, which appears to have involved both citizens dissatisfied with the government’s policies as well as anti-regime militants. Since then, the SCO has tried to develop such a capacity.
Afghanistan.

Afghanistan is emerging as a potential area of future joint engagement by Russia and China, primarily under the auspices of the SCO. At its August 2007 summit in Bishkek, several SCO governments identified narcotics trafficking from Afghanistan as a major regional security problem. In their Bishkek Declaration on international security, the summit participants expressed alarm over “the threat of narcotics coming from Afghanistan and its negative effect on Central Asia” and called for “combining international efforts on the creation of antinarcotics belts around Afghanistan.” The heads of state also affirmed their readiness “to participate in the efforts to normalize the political situation in Afghanistan” and “to develop economic cooperation with the country.” In addition, the communiqué issued by the heads of state called for greater use of “the SCO—Afghanistan Contact Group mechanism as well as other mutually acceptable formats” to manage Afghan-related security threats.

Shortly before the summit, the Russian Foreign Ministry circulated a draft proposal for an international conference on Afghanistan that, while under SCO auspices, would nevertheless include interested countries from both the region and elsewhere. In his speech to the summit attendees, Russian President Vladimir Putin urged the foreign ministries of the SCO members to take charge of organizing such a gathering. He also called on the SCO to create a counternarcotics security zone around Afghanistan that would help monitor money laundering and other sources of terrorist financing associated with Afghan narcotics trafficking.
Although China is not situated along the “Northern Route” through which Afghan narcotics have traditionally entered Central Asia and Europe, new narcotics trafficking networks have developed since 2005 that transport illicit drugs from Afghanistan through Pakistan and Central Asia into China. In addition, Chinese officials remain concerned about the Taliban’s ties with Islamic extremist groups advocating independence for China’s Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region. A June 2007 People’s Daily commentary warned that,

The “Taliban phenomenon” has produced grave concern . . . its resurgence has severely challenged the authority of the Afghan government . . . the Taliban have grown more robust . . . taking full advantage of local feelings of dissatisfaction over living conditions and anti-U.S. sentiments . . . the Taliban have galvanized their link-up with al-Qaeda remnants . . . Afghanistan is at risk of becoming the second Iraq.

An official at the Chinese Foreign Ministry subsequently said that, since maintaining stability in the larger Central Asian region represented a “primary focus” of the SCO, China and other member governments want to cooperate in fighting drug smuggling and terrorism emanating from Afghanistan.

Energy Aspirations.

Several SCO governments have proposed establishing some kind of energy bloc within the institution. The organization’s current roster of full member nations and observers does include some of the world’s leading energy suppliers (Russia and Iran) and consumers (China and India). The present lack of strong international energy institutions linking
the major energy supplier and consumer countries in Eurasia could provide an opening for the SCO to assume this role.

Any such club would differ from the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in three essential respects. First, it would include energy importers as well as exporters. Second, its membership would be regional rather than global. Third, as a result of these limitations, it would probably serve predominately as a mechanism for dialogue rather than setting quotas or fixing prices.

Also to be emphasized, the cross-cutting interests among these countries seem likely to impede the SCO’s ability to achieve its full potential in the energy realm. The SCO’s two most influential members have fundamentally different interests in this sector. Although both Russia and China desire to increase Central Asian oil and gas production, Moscow wants to maintain its control over these assets as well as the region’s energy transportation infrastructure. The response of Russian government representatives to China’s recent energy deals in Central Asia made clear their concerns. In August 2007, Andrei Denisov, Russia’s First Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, acknowledged that Russia could not exclude China from Central Asian energy markets, just as Beijing could not displace Russia entirely, since “the presence of the two countries there is organic.” Instead, he maintained that “the main thing in this respect is, considering the factor of competition, to cut down the aggregate expenditure on the development of energy resources, and ensure a fair distribution of them for delivery to the world markets.” For this reason, Denisov argued that China’s recent long-term energy supply agreements with Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan “must
be integrated into a mutually beneficial and mutually acceptable pattern.”

In conflict with Russia’s insistence on maintaining control, China, a major energy consumer, desires to exert direct supervision over regional energy assets. While the Russian government is pushing for a unified multilateral SCO energy bloc, which Moscow could dominate through its powerful state-run energy companies, Beijing persists in pursuing bilateral deals that would redirect Central Asian oil and gas eastward rather than into Russia.

Russian-Chinese differences are also evident in their approach to SCO’s developing security role. Whereas the Chinese appear preoccupied with averting future Tiananmen-like rebellions, the Russian high command envisages a possible need to fight another Chechnya-style counterinsurgency operation. In addition, Russian officials apparently hope to strengthen the SCO’s role as a military institution in order to extend its influence over the national militaries of its other members, including China. Yet, Russia’s aspirations in this regard have not been realized until now because of the opposition of China and apparently some Central Asian states to transforming the SCO into a quasi-military alliance. These governments prefer an organization whose main purpose is antiterrorism (i.e., internal rather than external security) and economic cooperation rather than politicized anti-Americanism. Chinese representatives have shown little interest in Russian proposals to deepen military ties between the SCO and the Moscow-dominated CSTO, which includes all other SCO countries except China.
Expansion Problems.

Another difference between Russia and China concerns the issue of expanding SCO membership further. The SCO currently has a complex organizational structure with participating countries arranged according to the three general categories of full members, formal observers, and “guests of honor” selected by the rotating hosting government of the annual SCO leadership summit. The current roster of full members includes only those six states that joined the organization at its founding in 2001. In June 2004, Mongolia became the first formal SCO observer. At the organization’s July 2005 summit in Shanghai, India, Iran, and Pakistan achieved formal observer status as well. Though the specific rights and duties of SCO observers have never been clear, their status appeared to grant them the right to attend major SCO meetings (such as the annual heads of state summit), but not the right to vote when decisions were made. In addition, representatives of the full SCO members often hold meetings among themselves that exclude observer participation. At the Bishkek summit, for example, the heads of the six full SCO members met alone before inviting SCO observers as well as the honored guests to join them.\(^{190}\)

The precise number of countries seeking to obtain full membership or observer status in the SCO is unclear. Some governments, such as Azerbaijan, have expressed an interest in principle in cooperating with the SCO, but have yet to take any concrete steps in this direction.\(^{191}\) Others, such as Nepal, are already seeking a more formal institutional relationship. The country’s acting Foreign Secretary, Gyan Chandra Acharya, has stated that Nepal wants to join as an observer.\(^{192}\)
Immediately before the June 2006 Shanghai summit, Chinese Assistant Foreign Minister Li Hui stated that “a lot of countries in Asia and other continents have applied, demonstrating the SCO is broadening its influence.” At that summit, however, the SCO declined to expand the number of formal members. The putative reason was that the members had not yet worked out the legal basis for such expansion. In 2007, Kyrgyz Foreign Ministry official Astanbek Osmonaliyev likewise said that a number of governments were requesting observer status. At the summit, all the existing members decided to keep the moratorium in effect “for some time yet.”

The most plausible new SCO full members are those countries already enjoying close ties with the SCO. The Mongolian member has not indicated any strong interest recently in becoming a full SCO member. Most present members appear to consider Mongolia too distant from Central Asia to warrant full membership in any case. At the Bishkek summit, Mongolian President Nambaryn Enkhbayar spoke only of intensifying cooperation with the SCO within the framework of his country’s current nonmember status: “We hope that after the revision of the document on the status of observer countries and the adoption of a plan of cooperation with them . . . new possibilities will be created for involving observer countries in the SCO’s activities.”

Of the remaining countries, Iran and Pakistan seem most eager to become full SCO members. Iran’s most important institutional ties in Central Asia are those with the SCO. Iran is not a member of any Euro-Atlantic security institution that arose to manage the Cold War or its aftermath, so Tehran vigorously sought observer status in the SCO, which it gained in July 2005. Iranian
and SCO objectives overlap in several areas, especially energy. Yet, any proposal to grant Iran full SCO membership would prove highly controversial, given Iran’s policies regarding Israel, nuclear proliferation, and regional terrorism.

Thanks to strong Chinese backing, Pakistan finally received formal observer status in the SCO at its July 2005 summit, after having applied for full membership in September 2000. During a mid-March 2007 trip to Uzbekistan, Pakistani Prime Minister Shaukat Aziz reaffirmed Pakistan’s desire to become a “full-fledged” member. In the past, however, other governments have expressed reservations about increasing security ties with Pakistan, given its links with the Taliban insurgency in neighboring Afghanistan. Although Islamabad’s relations with Russia, India, and the Central Asian states have warmed in recent years, only China appears to strongly support granting it full SCO membership.

At present, neither Beijing nor Moscow appears eager to grant Tehran full membership either, given the explosive reaction this would provoke in Western countries. They also both seem interested in incorporating gas-rich Turkmenistan into the SCO now that its new government seems more open to participation in Eurasian multinational institutions. However, Beijing and Moscow continue to differ on whether Pakistan—China’s close ally but seen by many other SCO nations as too closely linked to the region’s terrorist movements—or India—Russia’s favorite but still seen in Beijing as an unwelcome rival in Central Asia—should join.
KOREA

China and Russia share a concern with the evolving political, military, and economic situation on the Korean peninsula, which borders both countries. In all these dimensions, however, the two governments have thus far pursued largely independent but parallel policies toward both North and South Korea, with Beijing assuming a clear lead role and Moscow often struggling to maintain even a supporting position.

Shared Anxieties Regarding Korea.

China and Russia share a concern with the evolving political, military, and economic situation on the nearby Korean peninsula. During the Korean War, the two countries jointly backed the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) regime with armaments, military advisers, and, in the case of China, hundreds of thousands of armed “volunteers.” After the Sino-Soviet alliance collapsed in the late 1950s, the two countries competed for influence in Pyongyang. Beijing usually emerged preeminent, but both governments were frustrated with the unpredictable and reflexively xenophobic North Korean leadership. The DPRK regime finely balanced relations with its two great power patrons to receive aid from both without committing to either. Today, although China and Russia share many objectives regarding the Korean peninsula, they continue to pursue largely independent policies.

China and Russia have both opposed North Korea’s acquisition of nuclear weapons while simultaneously resisting international antinuclear initiatives that they believe could create chaos on the peninsula. Both Beijing and Moscow desire a change in Pyongyang’s behavior but not a change in its regime. They remain
more concerned over the potential collapse of the North Korean state than over its government’s intransigence on the nuclear question. Despite their differences with Kim Jong-il, Chinese and Russian leaders fear that North Korea’s disintegration could induce widespread economic disruptions in East Asia, generate large refugee flows across their borders, weaken Chinese and Russian influence in the Koreas by ending their status as the main interlocutors with Pyongyang, and potentially remove a buffer separating their borders from American ground forces (i.e., should the U.S. Army ever redeploy into northern Korea). At worst, the DPRK’s collapse could precipitate a military conflict on the peninsula—which could spill across into Chinese territory. Policymakers in both countries appear to have resigned themselves to dealing with Kim for now, while hoping a more accommodating leadership emerges eventually in Pyongyang.

From the perspective of Beijing and Moscow, an ancillary benefit of their present approach to North Korea is that it nicely coincides with that of the current South Korean government in many respects. Beijing, Moscow, and Seoul all oppose North Korea’s acquisition of nuclear weapons, but also hope to coax the regime out of its self-destructive isolation without undue coercion. All three governments fear the chaos that might ensue from a rapid collapse of the regime in Pyongyang and, more or less openly, fear that any rash American actions might precipitate a war in their neighborhood. In hopes of avoiding such an outcome, they all advocate pursuing strategies that reassure North Korean leaders about their security. They also want to promote economic reform in North Korea while integrating the country into the broader East Asian economic community. Through these means,
they hope to stabilize North Korea in the short term while moderating its foreign policies over the long term.

Although the UNSC passed a resolution condemning North Korea’s October 9, 2006, nuclear test, opposition from Russia and especially China forced the United States and Japan to abandon their efforts to push through a more strongly worded resolution that might have authorized the use of force. Since Beijing and Moscow desire a change in Pyongyang’s behavior but not a change in its regime, their delegations successfully insisted that UNSC Resolution 1718, adopted on October 14, aim less to punish North Korea retroactively than to modify its future policies. The resolution bans the transfer of material to North Korea related to its nuclear, ballistic missile, and unconventional weapons programs. It also freezes the foreign assets and prohibits international travel of those individuals involved in the DPRK’s nuclear, ballistic missile, and other WMD programs along with their family members. Additional provisions prohibit the sale of all luxury goods to North Korea, and give all countries the right to inspect cargo moving to and from North Korea in order to enforce the resolution. UNSCR 1718 does not, however, authorize UN members to enforce its provisions with military action.¹⁹⁹

Chinese and Russian leaders were clearly angered by Kim Jong-Il’s defiance of Beijing’s warnings against testing a nuclear weapon. Chinese sources claim that Pyongyang notified Beijing about the detonation only 20 minutes beforehand.²⁰⁰ In response, the Chinese ostentatiously conducted some inspections of cross-border shipments and dispatched an envoy to Pyongyang to bring Kim Jong-Il back into the fold. Russian diplomats were even more vocal in their concerns. Warning Pyongyang not to conduct
another test, Deputy Foreign Minister Alexander Losyukov said the DPRK’s nuclear weapons program “threatened” Russia’s interests. On February 5, 2007, Russian Ambassador to South Korea Gleb Ivashentsov complained that “the site of the nuclear test by the DPRK on October 9, 2006, is situated at the distance of just 177 Kms [from] our border. We do not like that. We . . . need in the proximity of our borders neither nuclear and missile tests nor saber-rattling by anyone.” To ensure the country’s nuclear disarmament, the Russian delegation to the Six-Party talks has demanded that the DPRK dismantle its nuclear facilities at Yongbyon rather than simply suspend operations there.

Nevertheless, the Chinese and Russian governments remain more concerned about the potential immediate collapse of the North Korean state than about its leader’s intransigence on the nuclear question. Despite their differences with the Kim regime, Chinese and Russian leaders recognize that the DPRK’s disintegration could induce catastrophic consequences, to include precipitating a military conflict on the peninsula which could spill over across their borders.

In principle, Russia could accommodate to North Korea’s collapse more easily than China. Since Moscow has less robust bilateral relations with the two Koreas than many other countries do, any security interactions with both Koreas that do exist occur primarily within the frameworks provided by regional and international institutions such as the Six-Party Talks. Except for designation as chair of the regional security architecture working group established to implement the February 2007 Six-Party agreement—a working group whose ultimate impact and duration remain uncertain—Moscow does not have a leadership role in any of these bodies despite decades of Soviet
and Russian proposals to create various multinational institutions in East Asia.

During most of the 1990s, Russian policymakers under President Boris Yeltsin shunned the DPRK while pursuing better ties with South Korea. Moscow played little role during the first Korean nuclear crisis in 1993-94. Despite its pioneering involvement in North Korea’s nuclear energy program, Russia did not join the new Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO) consortium, a multinational group established to construct two light-water reactors as part of the 1994 Agreed Framework. Russia declined to renew the 1961 Soviet-North Korean Friendship and Mutual Assistance Treaty, which had a military intervention clause, when it expired in September 1996. With Russia lacking close ties with either Korea, its status regarding the peninsula’s security affairs deteriorated during the 1990s to that of an interested observer, as was the case at the Four-Party Talks among China, the United States, and the two Koreas that began in September 1997.

Yeltsin’s successor, Vladimir Putin, has tried to reestablish Russia’s influence in East Asia, including North Korea. In February 2000, the two countries signed a new bilateral cooperation treaty, which provided for consultations in the case of mutual threats. Putin suffered an embarrassment, though, on the one occasion when he launched its own diplomatic initiative regarding the Korean crisis. In July 2000, a few days after visiting the DPRK, Putin announced at the G-8 Kyushu-Okinawa summit that Kim Jung-il had told him the DPRK was prepared to abandon its ballistic missile programs in return for international assistance in creating a civilian space program. The North Korean government disavowed Putin’s declaration shortly
thereafter. Since then, Russian diplomats have sought a role in the regional peace process. The DPRK, seeking to reduce its dependence on Beijing, insisted on Moscow’s presence in the Six-Party talks—but have not made the issue a major priority.

Russia’s overall economic stake in North Korea is minimal. Soviet leader Michael Gorbachev’s decision to put all Soviet trade with socialist countries on a hard-currency footing, a practice continued by the Yeltsin administration, precipitated a sharp deterioration in commercial exchanges between the two countries. The level of bilateral trade, which predominately involves Russia’s eastern regions, barely exceeded $200 million in 2006. In recent years, Pyongyang’s main export to Russia has been the thousands of expatriate North Korean workers in Russia’s timber industry.

North Korean negotiators have indicated they wanted Moscow to write off the entire $8 billion debt the DPRK incurred during the Soviet period, and most Russians seem resigned to not seeing a ruble of repayment. Russian negotiators agreed to waive most of it as an incentive to secure Pyongyang’s return to Six-Party talks and to eliminate an obstacle to future economic cooperation. Thus far, however, the unending Korean crisis has blocked the most potentially lucrative projects—plans to construct a trans-Korean railroad and connect it with the Trans-Siberian line, or to build energy pipelines between Russia and South Korea across North Korean territory. Under Putin, Russia suspended all military sales to Pyongyang.

Despite its modest ties with North Korea, Moscow would not welcome the abrupt collapse of the DPRK regime. Korean refugees could flow into the Russian Far East, worsening the region’s already severe economic problems. Most seriously, the DPRK’s demise would
likely reduce the substantial South Korean investment flows into Russia by redirecting them toward North Korea’s rehabilitation and the peninsula’s possible reunification (hoped-for Chinese investment capital would be less likely to materialize in this case as well). A military conflict on the peninsula, besides generating all the negative repercussions glanced at above, would involve fighting among nuclear powers near Russia’s border, with the inevitable risk of unintended Russian casualties. Almost any conceivable war would worsen Russia’s relations with some of the parties to the conflict. For this reason, Russians most favor applying the “Ukrainian model” to the nuclear crisis. In this scenario, Pyongyang would voluntarily surrender its nuclear weapons in return for economic assistance and security assurances from the other great powers.213 After the October 2006 DPRK nuclear test, Putin declared it was important not to back North Korea into a corner and leave it with no option but to raise tensions—the same argument he later made regarding Iran.214 Although Moscow’s commercial and strategic ties are stronger with Tehran than with Pyongyang, the collapse of the DPRK regime would present more immediate problems for Russia given its proximity and its pivotal position on the security agenda of China, South Korea, and Japan.

While China also gains little from its economic intercourse with the DPRK, the latter’s disintegration would present Beijing with an even more serious challenge in the near term, given China’s greater dependence on flows of investment capital to East Asia and the presence of a larger Korean minority in China than in Russia. These considerations may partly explain why Chinese officials have adopted a higher profile than their Russian counterparts in managing
the North Korean problem in recent years, especially through the Six-Party talks. Beijing policymakers appear to have resigned themselves to dealing with Kim for now, while hoping a more accommodating DPRK leadership emerges eventually.

Chinese pressure, added to a change in U.S. policy that allowed for direct bilateral negotiations with DPRK representatives and with other concessions, helped secure an agreement at the end of the fifth round of the Six-Party Talks, which ended on February 13, 2007. Under its terms, North Korea pledged to shut down and eventually dismantle its Yongbyon nuclear complex in return for food, economic aid, and the prospect of normalizing relations with the five other countries. The five working groups established to implement the February agreement have begun assessing how to achieve progress on the most important issues—U.S.-DPRK relations; Japan-DPRK relations; economic and energy cooperation; the regional security architecture; and North Korea’s denuclearization. Chinese officials worked with their American counterparts to arrange for DPRK leaders to recover some of the millions in frozen funds held by the Bank of Macao.

The long-term prospects of the February 13 agreement remain uncertain. The parties decided to postpone resolving some intractable issues, such as whether to provide the DPRK with civilian light-water reactors and what North Korea must do with its stockpile of atomic bombs, whose very number is uncertain. These compromises resulted in an ambiguous, complex, multiphase deal that could unravel at many points and in many ways. Critics doubting whether the DPRK government will fulfill its commitments, complain that a better deal was achievable years earlier, before North Korea resumed plutonium reprocessing and tested an
atomic bomb. Nevertheless, the accord appears to have ended the immediate crisis and established the basis for expanding cooperation among the signatories in other areas. In defending the agreement, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice stressed that, by working with China and through the mechanism of the Six-Party Talks, “We’re building a set of relationships.”

**Improving Republic of Korea Ties with China and Russia.**

Chinese policymakers share many interests and objectives with their South Korean colleagues regarding the DPRK. Beijing and Seoul oppose North Korea’s acquisition of nuclear weapons but also hope to coax the regime out of its self-destructive isolation. The DPRK’s precipitous end would be an economic nightmare for both countries. It would drive investment capital away from the region while simultaneously requiring the two to undertake a costly humanitarian relief and economic reconstruction program. In addition, China and South Korea share a concern that North Korean policies are contributing to Japan’s remilitarization.

Most importantly, South Korean leaders agree with their Chinese counterparts about the chaos that would ensue from a rapid collapse of the DPRK regime. The two countries would have to assume the main burden of providing immediate humanitarian relief and sustained economic assistance at a time when both would suffer the most from the deteriorating investment climate. Informed observers in both countries fear that rash American actions might precipitate a war in their backyard. In hopes of avoiding such an outcome, they mutually favor an approach that reassures the DPRK leadership about its security. They also want to promote economic reform in North Korea while integrating the
country into the regional economy. Such developments could help stabilize North Korea in the short term while providing incentives and leverage for moderating its foreign policy over the long term.

Mutual economic interests as well as common political goals facilitate Beijing-Seoul cooperation. The flow of investment, exports, and exchanges of students, tourists, and businessmen between China and South Korea has exploded in recent years. Bilateral trade between Seoul and Beijing reached $90 billion in 2004, a 42 percent increase from 2003, when China surpassed the United States as South Korea’s largest trading partner.\textsuperscript{221} Another reason Beijing has been cultivating relations with Seoul is to discourage South Koreans from developing overly close ties with Taiwan. In addition, by developing good economic and political relations with South Korea, Chinese policymakers hedge against the possibility that, at some point, South Korea will absorb North Korea without a major war (repeating Germany’s experience in the 1990s). Maintaining good relations with Seoul could help limit Japanese and American influence in any newly reunited Korean state.

Russia’s ties with South Korea have also improved considerably during the past decade. Like China, Russia and South Korea favor a “soft landing” for the DPRK regime—a gradual mellowing of its domestic and especially foreign policies, including the renunciation of nuclear weapons. Republic of Korea (ROK) President Roh Moo-hyun echoed Putin’s observation that North Korea developed nuclear weapons in response to U.S. threats and to induce Washington to engage in a dialogue.\textsuperscript{222} Such a benign outcome would circumvent all the feared consequences of precipitous regime change described above—humanitarian emergencies,
economic reconstruction, arms races, and military conflicts. It would also allow for the continued growth of Russian-ROK commerce, which approximated $9 billion in 2006. The trade primarily involves the exchange of Russian oil and gas for South Korean machinery and equipment, but the ROK does purchase some Russian defense equipment. Since 1996, Russia has supplied tanks, combat vehicles, and military helicopters to the ROK military as partial payment of Russia’s $2 billion debt to South Korea. The two governments plan to conduct joint naval exercises later this year. Although not of paramount importance to either party, such bilateral ties provide both countries with leverage in their relations with other parties. From Moscow’s perspective, they also help reaffirm Russia’s status as an important country in East Asia after a period (the 1990s) when many observers questioned whether Moscow remained a regional player.

JAPAN

Japan’s relations with both China and Russia remain troubled. Unlike the situation in Europe, the end of the Cold War has not brought about an equally dramatic improvement in the regional security environment of East Asia. In addition, whereas China and Russia have largely resolved their border disputes, their bilateral relations with Japan are each plagued by serious territorial conflicts. Nevertheless, Beijing and Moscow have both pursued their typically conflicted relations with Tokyo one-on-one, with no evident attempt to coordinate their postures regarding territorial disputes with Japan, or their anxieties over Japan’s growing security role, or other issues.
China-Japan Relations.

Despite the recent upswing in their relationship, ties between China and Japan remain problematic. The two countries differ over each other’s military modernization programs, access to natural resources under the East China Sea, and other important interests. More generally, the logic of great power rivalry encourages China to seek to weaken Japan’s position, including its alliance with the United States. The Japanese, for their part, invariably worry about China’s rising economic, political, and military power relative to that of Japan and its American ally. Both Tokyo and Beijing fear that Washington will move too far toward the other country. Russia’s weaker position in East Asia has thus far distanced Moscow from these power calculations, but the Russian factor might change as it continues to strengthen economically and militarily and as China, Japan, and other Asian nations become increasingly dependent on Russian energy sources.224

Many Japanese businessmen continue to see China as a cornucopia of commercial opportunities. Sino-Japanese trade has surpassed U.S.-Japan trade, making China Japan’s top trading partner even excluding goods and services exchanged via Hong Kong.225 Yet, since the late 1990s, Chinese ships have conducted exploratory research within waters claimed by Japan, exacerbating their bilateral dispute over exploratory drilling rights in undersea natural gas fields in the East China Sea. Japan adheres to the UN Law of the Sea when defining its Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) as extending 200 miles from its shore. China asserts that its EEZ begins not at its coast, but from the edge of its submerged continental shelf. Recent Chinese
drilling at the Chunxiao/Shirakaba gas fields and Japan’s response have highlighted the dangers of these conflicting claims. Although the fields lie just inside China’s side of the meridian separating the two countries’ claims, Japanese experts believe that exploiting the fields would siphon gas from fields that extend under waters claimed by Japan—a situation disturbingly similar to that which Saddam Hussein cited to justify his invasion of Kuwait in 1990. In May 2004, Beijing authorized Chinese firms to commence exploratory drilling. In November 2004, the Japanese detected a Chinese Han-class nuclear submarine in its territorial waters near Taiwan. Following a year of futile protests, Tokyo decided to permit Japanese firms to conduct their own explorations in the disputed region. After Chinese warships provocatively patrolled the area, the Japanese Coast Guard boldly assumed formal control over the contested Senkaku Islands south of Japan. In November 2006 and January 2007, the Japanese government formally requested China to cease production at disputed gas fields in the East China Sea.

With the end of the Soviet military threat, the Japanese have become increasingly concerned about China’s military intentions and capabilities. Japanese policymakers have expressed particular concern about China’s surging military spending, which has increased by double digits for many years, a level exceeding the country’s average annual economic growth rate. The Japan Defense Agency’s security prospectus, titled Defense of Japan 2005, identified, for the first time, China’s military modernization as potentially threatening and called on Beijing to make its defense programs more transparent.
Since the late 1990s, the Chinese government has accelerated efforts to modernize and upgrade the PLA. China’s lack of transparency regarding defense expenditures complicates intelligence estimates, but most foreign analysts calculate that, since the official Chinese budget figure of $36 billion excludes spending on military research and development, nuclear weapons, and major foreign weapons imports, actual PRC defense outlays total upwards of $60-90 billion annually. The latest Chinese defense white paper outlines plans for an ambitious long-term effort to modernize all the branches of the PLA, from the army, navy, and air force to the Second Artillery Forces, which manage the country’s strategic missile assets. On March 4, 2007, the Chinese government announced one of its largest military spending increases in years, a 17.8 percent rise in its declared defense budget.

Besides allowing the PRC to improve its traditionally weak indigenous defense industry, rapid economic growth has enabled China to become the world’s largest arms importer. As discussed above, Russia has been an especially eager seller. China’s recently acquired Russian weapons systems include advanced military aircraft (for example, Su-27s and Su-30), naval systems such as Sovremenny-class missile destroyers equipped with SS-N-22 Sunburn antiship missiles, and improved Kilo-class diesel attack submarines that would enhance the effectiveness of a Chinese military campaign against Taiwan. China is also devoting more resources to creating a domestic manufacturing process for advanced weapons systems. In late 2006, the PLA began deploying its first indigenously produced advanced jet fighter, the J-10, at bases across from Taiwan. China’s space program has generated new surveillance, communication, and navigation satellites.
capable of supporting military operations against Taiwan and other contingencies external to the Chinese mainland. As last year’s events demonstrate, China has also developed ASAT capabilities. Overall, China’s massive defense spending may be shifting the balance of power against Taiwan, making a coercive solution increasingly attractive to Beijing.

Chinese-Japanese relations improved after Shinzo Abe became Japan’s prime minister on September 26, 2006. His October 9, 2006, visit to Beijing ended an 18-month freeze on bilateral summits between the heads of the two governments. Before then, the Chinese government had frozen high-level summits with Japanese leaders outside the context of multilateral gatherings in order to protest the annual visits of Abe’s predecessor, Junichiro Koizumi, to the Yasukuni Shrine. On November 19, China and Japan resumed their working-level defense dialogue, which had been in abeyance since March 2005. Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao’s April 11-13, 2006, visit to Japan further advanced the modest détente that has marked Sino-Japanese relations. The two governments subsequently resumed military exchanges.

Yet, the Chinese government’s March 2007 announcement that it plans to increase its official defense budget, which foreign experts generally agree vastly understates the actual level of expenditures, to record levels has further deepened Japanese unease about Beijing’s military buildup. At the time of Wen’s visit, Japanese Defense Minister Fumio Kyuma acknowledged that China’s expanding naval and air force capabilities also represented an issue of concern. Despite Beijing’s protests, Abe continues to discourage European governments from ending their prohibition on arms sales to China.
At the April summit, the two countries agreed to create a hot line between their defense establishments. They also advanced plans to expand military exchanges, including reciprocal naval ship visits. The communications link might help prevent the inadvertent escalation of future military incidents, such as would occur if the Japanese detect another Chinese submarine in their territorial waters. Neither the hot line nor the exchanges, however, will directly address the more general apprehension in Japan regarding China’s long-term military plans and intentions.

Russia-Japan Relations.

Relations between Russia and Japan remain equally problematic. Despite the end of the Cold War, the two countries have been unable to resolve their territorial dispute over what the Russians call the Southern Kurils and the Japanese label their Northern Territories. These islands—Kunashir (known in Japanese as Kunashiri), Iturup (Etorofu), Shikotan, and Habomai—have remained under Moscow’s control since the Soviet military occupied them at the end of World War II. The Soviet government expelled the original inhabitants and established military bases and other settlements in their place. Japan has claimed that the San Francisco Treaty of 1951, under which it ceded over 50 Kuril islands to the Soviet Union, did not include the four islands comprising the Northern Territories. A 1956 Joint Declaration restored diplomatic ties between Russia and Japan, but the dispute has prevented their signing a formal peace treaty. Various proposals to divide control of the islands or establish a creative shared-sovereignty arrangement have never gained decisive support in both governments simultaneously.
In 1993, when Boris Yeltsin visited Japan, expectations were high that bilateral relations would improve, as they had done with Russia’s western neighbors. The two governments signed the Tokyo Declaration which called for closer Russia-Japan cooperation. Although a dispute soon arose regarding the disposal of Russian nuclear waste in the Sea of Japan, in 1995 the two countries initiated cooperation in building suitable nuclear waste processing facilities, including a nuclear waste ship financed by Russia, Japan, and the United States.\textsuperscript{241} The Japanese government subsequently provided Russia with financial and other assistance for disposal of antiquated nuclear-powered submarines which contained spent radioactive fuel and other radioactive waste.\textsuperscript{242}

For various reasons, this limited security cooperation failed to expand into a more comprehensive rapprochement between the two countries. In addition to the sovereignty dispute, the two sides have criticized each other’s defense cooperation with third parties. The Japanese have complained that Russia’s vast military sales to China were enhancing the ability of the Chinese military to project power against Taiwan and potentially Japan. For their part, the Russian officials have repeatedly objected to the growing U.S.-Japanese cooperation on constructing ballistic missile defenses.

The sovereignty dispute has also engendered recurring mutual recriminations about alleged territorial violations. Russian ships regularly detain Japanese sailors who attempt to fish in the waters surrounding the disputed islands, charging them with violating Russia’s maritime boundaries. In August 2007, a Russian coast guard ship killed a crew member of a Japanese fishing boat with a warning shot aimed at the vessel.\textsuperscript{243} In turn, the Japanese government has
alleged that Russian military aircraft have periodically violated Japan’s air space. The most recent incident occurred in early February, when a Russian Tupolev Tu-95 bomber, ignoring the warnings of the Japanese fighter aircraft sent to intercept it, overflew the uninhabited island of Sofugan in the Izu island chain south of Tokyo during a February 2008 Pacific Ocean exercise.\(^{244}\) Japanese authorities have also recently accused Russian diplomats of spying on members of the Japanese cabinet.\(^{245}\) Although Russian representatives denied both accusations, Japanese nationalists used the espionage incident as a convenient excuse to resume denouncing Moscow for allegedly pursuing hostile policies towards Japan.\(^{246}\)

Economic relations between Russia and Japan have largely stagnated, despite the exploding commerce elsewhere in the Asia Pacific region and despite a seemingly natural partnership emerging between the Russians, who desire Japanese financial and other assistance in developing eastern Russia, and the Japanese, who seek to purchase Russian energy exports. Preoccupation with the territorial dispute overshadowed Putin’s September 2000 visit to Japan, notwithstanding hopes that the two governments could somehow set aside the issue while concentrating on strengthening economic ties. In 2003, Koizumi and Putin signed a number of documents aimed at improving bilateral commercial relations.\(^{247}\) Yet, the chaotic economic conditions in Russia under Yeltsin and the predatory state capitalist policies pursued by the Putin administration have done little to encourage Japanese investment in Russia, particularly when enticing opportunities already exist in China, the United States, and other regions. In addition, the Russians have hesitated about antagonizing Beijing by committing to
supply Japan with the energy supplies also coveted by Chinese energy importers. Chinese policymakers have done nothing to encourage an enduring Russian-Japanese reconciliation, while preoccupied American leaders have seemingly neglected the issue.

TAIWAN

Russia has taken care to ensure that its relations with Taiwan remain correct but profitable. During the Cold War, Taiwan refused to establish any official contact with communist countries. Even after the emergence of the Sino-Soviet split, Taiwanese authorities still prohibited direct trade with the USSR, whose government continued to adhere to a “One China Policy.” It was only during the 1980s that commerce began to develop between the two countries.²⁴⁸

After the end of the Cold War, Taipei sought to develop better relations with Russia’s newly emergent noncommunist government. In October 1990, Moscow Mayor Gavriil Kharitonovich Popov visited Taiwan, the first Russian official to visit Taiwan since World War II.²⁴⁹ In 1992, the two countries established a Taipei-Moscow Coordination Commission on Economic and Cultural Cooperation. The commission is a de facto equivalent to the Taipei Representative Offices in other countries that formally recognize Beijing as the legitimate authority over the whole of China. The Russian government established a similar office in Taipei in 1996. By 1994, trade between them had reached $1 billion, which was 7.7 times higher than that of 1986.²⁵⁰ In 2002, the Taipei-Russia Association was established in Taipei as a nonprofit organization to facilitate cooperation between the two governments.
Taiwan is Russia’s fourth biggest trading partner in the Asian-Pacific region. Unlike its trade with China, Russia enjoys a positive balance in trading with Taiwan. Taipei is content with this imbalance because Russian raw materials are often cheaper than those from other sources. In 2003, Taiwan began importing oil from Russia’s Sakhalin energy complex. Russia and Taiwan continue to discuss expanding this energy trade. Taiwanese officials also hope that their country’s extensive commercial ties with Russia will induce Moscow to use its good offices to discourage Beijing from adopting disruptive policies toward Taiwan. Cultural exchanges involving artists, athletes, tourists, and students have also flourished between Russia and Taiwan.

Yet, Russia has been treading the line very carefully in dealing with Taipei in order to avoid upsetting Beijing. Russian government representatives have deliberately separated their economic and cultural intercourse with Taiwan from official political ties. Yeltsin’s 1992 Executive Order on Russian-Taiwanese relations, which prohibits interaction beyond personal and nonofficial encounters, is still the guiding principle in Russia’s Taiwan policy.

This principle has been reaffirmed in the numerous declarations issued whenever the two governments have conducted joint meetings as well as in the 2001 Treaty of Good-Neighborliness and Friendly Cooperation. On July 23, 2007, for instance, Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Alexander Yakovenko, in meetings with a visiting Chinese diplomatic delegation, criticized the efforts of the Taiwanese government to seek international recognition of its independence by pursuing membership in the UN as an independent country. In its report on the encounter, the Russian
Foreign Ministry stated that “it was confirmed during the meeting that Russia is against any possible form of Taiwan’s independence, recognizing only one China, and the government of the Chinese People’s Republic as the only legitimate government representing China.”

Russia has continued its extensive arms sales to Beijing, heedless of Taiwanese complaints that such sales threaten Taiwan by encouraging Beijing to contemplate military options in resolving the Beijing-Taipei dispute.

SOUTH ASIA

The limits of foreign policy harmonization between China and Russia are also visible in South Asia, where the two governments have adopted sharply divergent positions on important issues. For instance, despite the recent improvement in Chinese-Indian relations, Russia’s ties with New Delhi still remain much stronger than those between China and India. Persistent border disputes, differences over India’s growing security ties with the United States, competition over energy supplies, and other sources of Sino-Indian tensions have consistently impeded realization of the vision of a Moscow-Beijing-New Delhi axis that has periodically surfaced over the past decade (recall especially the endorsement of such an axis expressed by former Russian Prime Minister Yevgeny Primakov during a visit to New Delhi in 1998).

Until recently, relations between China and India were visibly strained. The two countries fought a short border war in 1962 and have never resolved their conflicting claims. During the Cold War, India was in a de facto alliance with the Soviet Union against China. Beijing has long cultivated close ties with India’s arch
rival, Pakistan. China provided the Pakistanis with military equipment and technology, and helped them develop nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles that target India. When India tested a nuclear weapon in May 1998, Defense Minister George Fernandes justified this controversial action by citing China’s military ties with Pakistan.253

Relations among the three great Asian powers have stabilized since the Cold War. Along with Brazil, the three countries are considered core members of BRIC, the widely used acronym for the world’s most important emerging economies—Brazil, Russia, India, and China. India also enjoys permanent observer status in the SCO, the most influential multinational organization linking China and Russia. The three countries also rank among the world’s most populous nations, with China and India together home to over one-third of humanity. Commercial ties between the three countries have grown substantially in recent years, albeit from low levels and despite persistent Russian and Indian complaints about enduring trade imbalances with their economically booming rival.

The improvement in Sino-Indian ties is particularly noteworthy. The two countries’ prime ministers and other senior government officials have engaged in a wide-ranging dialogue that encompasses many economic, energy, security, and cultural issues. As part of these exchanges, in late May 2006 the two countries’ defense ministers signed their first Memorandum of Understanding on Defense Cooperation. The accord provides for frequent meetings between civilian and military members of their defense communities as well as further joint military exercises and training in areas of mutual interest.254 In 2005, China and India declared that, despite their continuing disagreements,
their policies would reflect a shared commitment to establish a bilateral “strategic partnership.”

Bilateral Sino-Indian commerce has also increased to a point where, in 2004, China became India’s second-largest trading partner, behind only the United States. In March 2006, Beijing proposed a bilateral free trade agreement that could result in China’s replacing the United States as India’s largest trading partner by 2012.\(^{255}\) Chinese and Indian officials also committed their governments to expanding cooperation in agriculture, information technologies, and other sectors. Russian government representatives have encouraged this reduction in Sino-Indian tensions, which have complicated Moscow’s Asian diplomacy for decades.\(^ {256}\) Nevertheless, efforts to form a trilateral bloc among Beijing, Moscow, and New Delhi have repeatedly foundered on these same persistent Sino-Indian tensions.

Although Chinese and Indians have long sought to overcome their lingering border dispute, since June 2003 their Special Representatives have achieved only modest progress notwithstanding the 11 formal rounds of negotiations they have held on the issue. The April 2005 Sino-Indian agreement merely establishes the basic *principles* that their negotiators should consider in crafting a framework for resolving the dispute rather than specifying the precise *terms* for a future settlement. In a commentary on Manmohan Singh’s January 2008 visit to Beijing, the first visit by an Indian Prime Minister to China in 5 years, the Chinese state-owned news media cautioned that “settlement of the issue will depend on wisdom, vision, and flexibility. It is unrealistic to expect a solution from a single meeting,” a formulation obscuring the fact that the boundary question had been under active negotiation for years.\(^ {257}\)
The two governments also continue to differ on India’s aspiration to become a permanent member of the UNSC. The text of the joint vision declaration issued by the Indian and Chinese prime ministers states simply that “the Indian side reiterates its aspirations for permanent membership of the UN Security Council.” It fails to include a corresponding Chinese endorsement, content merely with this formulation: “The Chinese side understands and supports India’s aspirations to play a greater role in the United Nations, including in the Security Council.” Reading between the lines, we infer that Beijing evidently still seeks to preserve its unique status as one of the five veto-wielding members on the Security Council, and the only permanent member from East Asia. Among other considerations, keeping Japan off the Council would become harder if India were to join.

The Chinese are also aware that their cities are the targets of India’s ever longer-range ballistic missiles. The Indians in turn understand that the Chinese are unenthusiastic about the recent strengthening of Indian-American and Indian-Japanese security ties. During the second Clinton administration, U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Strobe Talbott and Indian Foreign Minister Jaswant Singh engaged in wide-ranging discussions about regional security issues. Under the George W. Bush administration, both countries have pursued expanded cooperation on a “quartet” of issues under the initiative known as the “Next Steps in Strategic Partnership” (NSSP). The NSSP, launched in January 2004, encompasses joint efforts to expand collaboration on high-technology trade, outer space exploration, ballistic missile defense, and civilian nuclear power. In addition, the Indian government has
begun purchasing more American weapons systems to complement its predominately Russian-made and indigenously manufactured defense equipment. One of the factors encouraging Indian-American security cooperation has been their shared concern over China’s growing economic and military power. In the view of many strategists, India and the United States share a common interest in curbing Chinese efforts to expand its influence in Bangladesh, Myanmar, and the South China Sea as part of a “string of pearls” strategy.²⁶¹

The Chinese government has yet to endorse the proposed U.S.-Indian civil nuclear energy cooperation agreement announced in a July 2005 joint statement between U.S. President George Bush and Prime Minister Manmohan Singh. The Henry J. Hyde United States-India Peaceful Atomic Energy Cooperation Act would grant India unprecedented exemptions in American law and global export rules in exchange for India’s opening its civilian nuclear power plants to international inspection. The 45-nation Nuclear Suppliers Group, which operates by consensus, is scheduled to vote later this year on whether to permit New Delhi to import nuclear material and technology despite India’s refusal to accede to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT). When President Hu Jintao visited India in November 2006, both governments agreed in principle to cooperate on peaceful nuclear energy, but concrete projects have yet to emerge. Chinese and Indian firms also compete for oil and gas supplies in Central Asia, Africa, and other regions.²⁶²

In addition, Chinese policymakers have become uneasy about the growing security cooperation between New Delhi and Tokyo. Japanese policymakers have described India as an important international partner, given the two countries’ common democratic political
systems and their shared concerns about keeping China’s rise peaceful. Beijing clearly desires to avoid engaging in direct confrontations with New Delhi for fear that it will only intensify U.S.-Indian security cooperation. Nevertheless, the Chinese government continues to tilt toward Pakistan in that country’s disputes with India.263

**THE MIDDLE EAST**

The governments of China and Russia have pursued parallel but typically uncoordinated policies in the Middle East. They both want to sell Iran weapons and other items, and have defended Tehran in the Security Council even while warning against any Iranian ambitions to acquire nuclear weapons. In addition, they both opposed the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq but are concerned that an early American military withdrawal from that country could lead to an increase of Islamic militarism throughout the Middle East, which could disrupt China’s energy supplies and reinvigorate the Muslim insurgency in southern Russia. Thus far, however, neither country has sought to make the issue a major point of confrontation with Washington.

**Iran.**

The protracted tensions between Tehran and the West have led to the emergence of a distinct “Asia Look” philosophy in Iran that would break with Iran’s traditional westward orientation. Instead, the Asia Look philosophy envisages Iran as a Eurasian country whose natural partners include China, Russia, and other Asian countries.264 Despite their different
official religious inclinations and natural resource endowments, the incumbent governments of China, Russia, and Iran share important interests in Eurasia. The most important of these include promoting the region’s energy and economic development as an alternative to Western markets, countering Sunni-inspired terrorism, and balancing Western influence in general.265

When the Soviet Union disintegrated in the early 1990s, the Iranian government resisted any temptation to conduct an extensive campaign of Islamic proselytization in the newly independent Central Asian republics.266 Instead, Iranian officials have respected Russia’s primacy when dealing with internal dynamics of Central Asian countries.267 For example, Tehran endorsed Russia’s military intervention during the Tajikistan civil war. Iran’s bilateral ties with Russia remain more important than its still limited relations with the Central Asian states.

Furthermore, since Iran hopes to expand its commercial relations with Central Asia, and fears the arrival of another civil war such as that in Afghanistan, which flooded Iran with millions of refugees, Tehran views Russia’s stabilizing military presence with favor. The Russian government has reciprocated by supporting Iran’s observer status in the SCO and by promoting its economic integration into the region. After meeting with President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad at the June 2006 SCO summit in Shanghai, Putin told reporters that Gazprom was prepared to participate in the proposed Iran-Pakistan-India natural gas pipeline despite American opposition. He also announced Russia’s interest in creating a joint venture with Iran to exploit both countries’ natural gas reserves.268
Russian and Iranian officials have been some of the strongest advocates of establishing an “energy club” among Eurasian countries. At the June 2006 Shanghai summit, Ahmadinejad invited the other SCO member governments to discussions in Iran “to explore more effective ways of co-operating in the exploration, exploitation, transport, and conversion of energy.” At the August 2007 SCO summit, Ahmadinejad reaffirmed Tehran’s interest in helping the SCO to create a regional energy grouping, repeating his offer to host a meeting of oil and gas policymakers from SCO members to “optimize cooperation in transportation, prospecting, development, and refining.”

Iran also welcomes the growing presence of China, another status quo power, in its region. Iran’s ties with China encompass both the defense sector and civilian commerce, especially energy. The volume of Chinese-Iranian trade jumped 70 percent between 2005 and 2006, to $3.2 billion. Iran has become one of China’s most critical oil suppliers, while Chinese companies provide Iran with important industrial technologies and specialty metals as well as diverse commercial products. For several years, the two governments have been seeking to finalize a multi-billion dollar energy deal that could see Sinopec, China’s largest refiner, purchasing 250 million tons of liquefied natural gas over a 25-year period.

Iranian efforts to acquire sensitive nuclear technologies, such as the capacity to enrich uranium to manufacture nuclear fuel, have been the main factor complicating its relations with Moscow and Beijing. Since the National Council of Resistance of Iran revealed the existence of clandestine Iranian nuclear activities at the enrichment facility at Natanz and the
heavy water plant at Arak in August 2002, the international community has been pressing the Iranian government to clarify the status of its nuclear research program. After inspectors from the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) found evidence of additional secret Iranian nuclear programs, including some with possible military applications, the IAEA declared in June 2003 that Iran had violated its commitments under the NPT to provide comprehensive reports on its nuclear material and nuclear-related activities. In September 2005, the IAEA Board of Governors formally found Tehran in noncompliance with its NPT safeguards agreement. In December 2006 and March 2007, the UNSC imposed sanctions on the Iranian government in a thus far unsuccessful attempt to coerce Iran into ending its uranium enrichment activities.

Throughout this process, the Chinese and Russian governments have been reluctant supporters of punitive measures. Chinese and Russian diplomats often worked to soften proposed sanctions. In addition, they have always defended Iran’s right to pursue nuclear activities for peaceful purposes such as civilian energy production. In a joint declaration issued during the March 2007 Hu-Putin summit, China and Russia reaffirmed that Iran had the right to pursue civilian nuclear energy if it adhered to the provisions of the Nuclear NPT. They also insisted that the dispute over Iran’s nuclear program had to be settled through peaceful means. Russian officials have also been particularly adamant in denying that the Iranian government is currently seeking a nuclear weapon or is developing the long-range missile technology that NATO governments have cited to justify deploying ballistic missile defense in Poland and the Czech Republic. At the 2007 SCO summit, Lavrov repeated
the longstanding Russian position that, according to “the quite precise information at our disposal, we can see no such long-term threat.”

Nevertheless, there has been considerable evidence of renewed Russian-Iranian tensions over Tehran’s nuclear ambitions. In early August 2007, European officials told the news media that the Russian government had informed Iran in July that Moscow would refuse to supply nuclear fuel for the Russian-built nuclear reactor in Bushehr until Tehran provided more details about its past nuclear activities to the international community. The Russian Foreign Ministry declined to confirm the report, but did acknowledge that various problems would delay the fuel shipments.

Putin’s offer during the June 2007 G-8 summit in Germany to permit the U.S. military to use the Russian-leased early warning radar at Gabala, Azerbaijan, for monitoring Iran’s missile development program has also intensified Iranian fears that Moscow would sacrifice Iranian interests when they conflict with other Russian strategic priorities. After Putin first made the Gabala offer, Kazern Jalali, a member of the Iranian parliament and rapporteur of the Majlis National Security and Foreign Policy Committee, complained that the Russian government should not treat Iran as a “tool” for resolving great power disputes.

Although Russia began shipping uranium fuel to Iran’s Bushehr reactor on December 17, 2007, Russian and Iranian leaders continue to disagree as to whether Iran should continue developing its own capacity to enrich nuclear fuel, which would also provide the wherewithal to manufacture nuclear weapons. On December 26, the Russian Foreign Minister said that the deliveries meant that Iran had no logical economic reasons to make its own fuel since Russian suppliers could provide it, obviating Iran’s plan to construct
its own costly nuclear enrichment, storage, and reprocessing facilities. Even the December 2007 U.S. National Intelligence Estimate, which concluded that Iran had abandoned its nuclear weapons program in 2003 and led Lavrov to repeat that Russian intelligence had no evidence that Iran had been pursuing nuclear weapons even before 2003, has not softened Russian objections to Iran’s uranium enrichment program.

Iranian officials have complained for years over delays at the construction site at Bushehr. Russian officials have cited payment delays from Iranian customers, problems of integrating the original and now outdated German equipment with Russian technologies, and other logistical/technological difficulties. Although Russia has begun delivering nuclear fuel to Bushehr, Russians involved in the project claim that the soonest the plant could begin operating would be in late 2008. In December 2007, Irina Yesipova, a spokesperson for Atomstroieexport, estimated that Bushehr could not begin producing commercial power for another year. Iranian representatives have dismissed such difficulties, suggesting that Moscow has been deliberately prevaricating in order to avoid antagonizing Western governments that object to the project.

During his October 2007 visit to Tehran, Lavrov reaffirmed Moscow’s opposition to imposing any additional sanctions against Iran without the specific approval of the UNSC, where Russia enjoys the right of veto. In his meetings with Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad and Iranian Foreign Minister Manouchehr Motaki, Lavrov urged Tehran to cooperate with the IAEA in clarifying unresolved questions concerning Iran’s nuclear program. At the same time, Lavrov defended Iran’s right to undertake a peaceful nuclear energy program provided that it
adhered to the provisions of the Nuclear NPT and related international agreements.

That same month, Russian President Putin told a nationwide television telephone call-in audience that threats and pressure only reinforced Iranian leaders’ determination to acquire nuclear weapons to bolster their security. Putin told one caller that “direct contact between the leaders of countries that are encountering problems is always more productive and a quicker road to success than a policy of threats, sanctions, and even more so using the pressure of force.” Putin formulated Moscow’s position as follows: “We have no evidence of Iran’s intention to produce nuclear weapons. Therefore, we proceed from the premise that Iran has no such plans. But we share the concern of other partners and believe that Iran’s programs must be transparent.” Whereas U.S. and Israeli officials would like to see a regime change in Tehran, Russian leaders want changes in Iranian policies but not a change in the regime itself. In any case, Russian firms continued to fulfill their lucrative 1995 contract to resume construction of the nuclear reactor at Bushehr despite American protests. In early 2008, Russia shipped the uranium fuel to Iran for use at the reactor when construction is completed.

Russian officials have had to balance a complex set of objectives in their relations with Tehran. They desire Iranian help in curbing international terrorism, especially in the former Soviet republics neighboring Russia, and in limiting American influence in Central Asia and the Middle East. Russian nuclear and defense firms also profit from Iran’s dependence on Russian-made nuclear technology and weapons. Nevertheless, Russian leaders oppose Iran’s development of nuclear weapons. Their opposition is apparently due less to
concern about a near-term Iranian threat to Russia than to fears of how Israel, the United States, and European governments might respond to an Iranian atomic bomb program. A major new conflict in the Persian Gulf could lead to further upward ratcheting of world prices for oil and gas, generating windfall profits for Moscow. But Russian territory lies uncomfortably close to the site of any Persian Gulf military operation. Another war could also encourage Islamist extremism throughout the area or lead to regime change in Iran, with unpredictable consequences.

Nevertheless, though Russian policymakers consider preventing Iran from developing the capacity to manufacture nuclear weapons to be exceptionally important, other influential Russians apparently place a higher priority on pursuing a number of hoped-for arms deals with Iran. Moscow hopes that Tehran will buy more advanced Russian weapons systems and Russian nuclear technology. Between 2002 and 2005, the Iranian military purchased approximately $1.7 billion worth of Russian weapons. The Russian government is reportedly negotiating the sale of 250 Su-30 Flanker fighter-bombers to Iran in a deal that could bring another $1 billion into Russian coffers. The recent announcement of a major U.S. arms deal with Iran’s Persian Gulf neighbors, which would divert money that might otherwise have gone to purchase Russian arms, may reinforce Moscow’s interest in remaining Iran’s major weapons supplier.

The Russian government also needs Iran’s endorsement of any multinational regime for exploiting the energy riches of the Caspian Sea. The littoral countries remain engaged in negotiations over an acceptable legal framework for governing how they can extract its valuable natural resources. Current estimates indicate that the Caspian Sea contains the
world’s third-largest reserves of oil and natural gas, as well as considerable quantities of sturgeon and other fish. At present, the littoral countries remain divided over whether to classify the Caspian as a sea or an inland lake. If the littoral states were to treat the Caspian as a sea, then each country would control the territorial waters along their coasts, leaving Kazakhstan and Russia with the largest and potentially most lucrative shares. If the Caspian were treated legally as a large inland lake, all the littoral states could share equally in its natural resources or agree on some other arrangement. In 2003, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, and Russia reached a trilateral agreement that divided the northern 64 percent of the Caspian Sea into three unequal shares. Iran and Turkmenistan, however, refused to endorse this trilateral agreement and continue to claim larger economic zones than the 2003 formula would provide.

In the past, American officials have criticized Russia and China for maintaining extensive commercial relations with Iran despite Tehran’s pursuit of sensitive nuclear technologies, its ties to foreign terrorist movements, and its anti-Western and anti-Israeli rhetoric. Recent U.S. efforts have focused on securing Moscow’s and Beijing’s support for limited international sanctions aimed at preventing Iran from developing an independent capacity to manufacture nuclear fuel through uranium enrichment, a technology that also can be used to make nuclear bombs. American efforts in this regard have included diplomatic engagement with the Chinese and Russian governments as well as the imposition of unilateral economic sanctions against Chinese and Russian firms that have provided Iran with equipment or technologies that can be used to build WMD or the means to
deliver them (e.g., ballistic missiles). Since 2005, the United States has imposed sanctions on nine Chinese companies believed to have shipped restricted items to Iran, perhaps without the authorization of the Chinese government, whose new export controls often prohibit such transactions. The U.S. penalties typically include barring these firms from doing business with the U.S. Government or American companies.

**Iraq.**

Chinese and Russian officials argued against the launch of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, but their opposition manifested itself less visibly than that of many other governments, including some long-standing American allies. Furthermore, Beijing and Moscow have declined to make the issue a priority in their relations, either with Washington or with each other. Chinese and Russian leaders simply joined international calls for an immediate cessation of hostilities during the invasion and, after the fighting ended, urged a greater role for the UN during the subsequent occupation.

In March 2003, Putin criticized the U.S. decision to invade Iraq, telling senior ministers in the Kremlin: “Military action can in no way be justified. Military action is a big political error.” At the time, however, Putin and other Russians might have feared that a quick and successful U.S. intervention in Iraq would establish a pro-American government there and might negatively affect Russia’s economic interests, especially since Moscow had secured several lucrative commercial deals with Saddam Hussein’s regime. Ironically, the invasion might have actually helped the Russian economy by contributing to surging world oil prices.
Putin and other Russian leaders have nevertheless called on the United States and other foreign troops to withdraw from Iraq as soon as possible and grant the UN a prominent role in its restoration. Lavrov has claimed that “Iraq is our common problem which has to be tackled by joint efforts of all the parties concerned.”

The Chinese government also actively opposed the American-led military intervention in Iraq in 2003. Although Chinese government representatives objected that the operation violated international law, strategic and economic considerations appear to have played a greater part in determining Beijing’s response. Some Chinese strategists feared that the occupation of yet another nearby country by U.S. troops would facilitate any U.S. effort to encircle China. Perhaps even more important were Beijing’s concerns about the negative commercial consequences. China had developed substantial economic interests with Saddam Hussein’s regime. Before the war, Chinese firms had actively pursued oil and construction contracts with Iraq under the UN Oil-for-Food program. China feared that a war in Iraq would substantially hurt Chinese interests since it would result in the loss of Iraqi contracts valued at over $1 billion, as well as potentially disrupt Chinese oil supplies and raise oil prices.

Nevertheless, China’s Iraq policy since 2003 has deliberately sought to avoid a confrontation with the United States over Iraq. In February 2003, the Chinese government declined to sign on to the joint French-Russian-German statement criticizing the invasion. In June 2004, China voted for Security Council Resolution 1546, which legitimized the presence of the U.S.-led multinational force in Iraq. In June 2007, the Chinese delegation voted to extend that mandate. Moreover, official Chinese criticism of U.S. Iraq policy has been consistently mild. After the late 2006 release of the re-
port of the Iraq Study Group, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Qin Gang declared that “China hopes to see a stabilized Iraq governed by its people, who can enjoy a peaceful and stable life as soon as possible. We also hope that the Iraq issue be handled properly in compliance with relevant resolutions adopted by the UN Security Council.”²⁸⁷

Like Russia, the Chinese government has consistently sought to expand the role of the UN in Iraq.²⁸⁸ Since both Beijing and Moscow enjoy veto power in the UNSC, they could use the institution to constrain American influence in the region as well as enhance their own leverage in dealing with the Iraqi authorities. In addition, by consistently publicly affirming the need to respect Iraqi sovereignty and give the international community a larger role in Iraqi affairs, Chinese and Russian representatives may hope to gain favor with Arabs and Muslims.²⁸⁹

Some Chinese and Russians also perceive the conflict as an opportunity for commercial profit. Chinese arms dealers have sold weapons both to the Iraqi government and, allegedly, to the anti-government insurgents that are fighting American troops. Foreign experts continue to disagree over the extent to which Chinese officials endorse or are even aware of arms sales to the insurgents, which appear to be flowing through Iran.²⁹⁰ American officials have downplayed the issue of culpability and simply called on the Chinese governments to “do a better job of policing these sales.”²⁹¹ The Chinese Foreign Ministry issued a statement insisting that the Chinese government never sold arms to “non-country entities or people” because it “takes a scrupulous and responsible attitude to the export of its arms,” a formulation that conveniently ignored the issue of transfers from Iran
or by nongovernmental Chinese entities. Chinese Foreign Ministry representatives have also maintained that their companies should be permitted to participate in Iraqi reconstruction projects, and have forgiven past Iraqi government debt to China in order to be able to do so.

Russian officials have also not overlooked opportunities for financial gain from the conflict. In April 2007, the Russian government launched a sustained campaign in support of Lukoil’s bid to develop a major Iraqi oil field in West Qurna. Lukoil is Russia’s largest oil company, and the West Qurna oil reserves are believed to be some of the world’s largest, with a potential of around four billion barrels. Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said:

Defending the interests of Russian companies abroad as a whole is a matter of importance for the government . . . and it is also an important priority for the president. As far as Lukoil is concerned, it is a major company that is expanding its reach in many countries of the world. . . . The intentions of the company to expand its presence in Iraq is supported in Russia.

Both the Chinese and Russian governments have offered to write off almost all of Iraq’s Saddam-era debt in return for Baghdad’s agreeing to reconsider some Saddam-era energy projects that would see Chinese and Russian companies develop major Iraqi oil fields.

The inability of the United States thus far to achieve a stable, allied Iraqi government is a mixed blessing for Chinese and Russian interests in Iraq and the Middle East. On the one hand, Beijing and Moscow potentially benefit from any resurgence of American isolationism induced by defeat in Iraq, since it would open the door
for them to displace U.S. influence in the area. More generally, Chinese and Russian leaders would see any U.S. military defeat as a welcome sign that America’s global security primacy was on the wane.

On the other hand, chaos in Iraq that infected the neighboring countries of Kuwait, Iran, and Saudi Arabia could threaten the security of China’s energy suppliers from the Persian Gulf. For this reason, some Chinese energy experts have called for the international community to work with the United States to help stabilize the situation in Iraq.  

Russian analysts seem even more aware of this problem. In June 2006 the Mujahideen Shura Council in Iraq kidnapped several Russian diplomats in Baghdad. Despite their ongoing insurgency in Iraq, the radical Islamists still found time to express their solidarity with Chechen Muslims. The kidnappers demanded that Moscow pull its troops out of Chechnya within 48 hours and executed the hostages when Moscow did not comply. Likewise, in January 2007, the Russian embassy in Baghdad was sprayed with gunfire. Following the attack, Russia’s Foreign Ministry released a statement claiming that “Russia firmly demands from Iraqi authorities that they urgently undertake all necessary steps to strengthen the system of physical protection of our diplomatic mission.” The ministry also made it clear that it held the United States jointly responsible for the security of diplomatic missions in Iraq.  

These episodes have underscored to Russian policymakers the risks of a terrorist takeover of Iraq should the United States withdraw its forces from the country prematurely. Reflecting this concern, Maksim Yusin, a political analyst on the staff of Izvestia, wrote in March 2007:
Better the current puppet government in Baghdad than al-Qaida, which would almost certainly gain control over several Iraqi provinces once the Americans were to “distance themselves.” Then die-hard “jihadists” would pour into Iraq from other regions, including the North Caucasus . . . and the jihadists would start dashing back and forth like shuttle merchants—off to Russia to blow something up, then back to Iraq for R&R . . . So it would be better if the Americans would just stay put.300

In June 2007, Russia backed the UNSC resolution that extended the mandate for the U.S.-led Multinational Force in Iraq and urged the international community to support Iraq in its pursuit of national reconciliation and economic development.301 Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov stated that while it is impossible to stabilize Iraq with military force alone, it is essential that reconciliation in that country be reached with the help of all the parties concerned. For its part, “Russia is ready to continue participating actively in efforts to promote just this approach.”302 The problem that now exists for Moscow is that while a strong American presence in the Middle East limits Russian influence in the region, a weak American presence may threaten Russian influence even more.303

CONCLUSION AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Although Chinese-Russian relations have improved along several important dimensions, security cooperation between China and Russia has remained tenuous. The two governments support each other on some issues but differ on others, as might be expected from an opportunistic relationship in which both countries following their own interests. Since these interests conflict as well as coincide, the relationship is not
necessarily moving in an anti-American direction. But since nothing these two great powers do on the world stage is insignificant, Washington must continue to monitor carefully developments in Beijing and Moscow. Thus far, their fitfully improving relationship has not presented a major security challenge to the United States or its allies.

Nevertheless, modern history has witnessed major transformations in ties between Beijing and Moscow that affected U.S. security—from allies in the 1950s to armed adversaries in the 1960s. It thus behooves American national security planners to anticipate the potential for major discontinuities in Sino-Russian relations. Above all, American officials need to pursue a mixture of shaping and hedging policies that aim to avert the advent of a hostile Chinese-Russian alignment while concurrently preparing the United States to better counter such a development should it arise.

The U.S. Government should therefore pursue several policies designed to prevent Russia and China from developing a genuine strategic alliance, which could impede the attainment of important American foreign policy goals. Although the probability of such a bloc is low, the negative consequences for U.S. policies in East Asia and elsewhere could be quite severe should one emerge. Washington also needs to hedge against the possibility that unanticipated factors beyond its control will engender such an anti-American coalition.

Continued efforts to maintain strong U.S.-European and U.S.-Japanese security ties represent an essential hedging strategy against the emergence of a hostile Chinese-Russian military bloc. The transatlantic and U.S.-Japanese alliances, unlike the weaker Sino-Russian alignment, involve extensive cooperation,
and not only in the military sphere. More generally, U.S. officials should continue to retain robust military forces in the European and Asian-Pacific regions. Reductions in the size of the U.S. military presence on the European continent and in the western Pacific could prove possible or even necessary, but they should proceed in a deliberate manner and in close consultation with other governments. Regardless of the numbers involved, the military presence reassures these countries about the value of maintaining good relations with the United States. The possibility that many governments neighboring China and Russia would side with Washington against a Sino-Russian bloc presumably deters these two governments from seeking one.

In this regard, the United States will continue to benefit from underlying regional anxieties about the implications of the continuing growth of Chinese and Russian military strength in recent years. At a minimum, Europeans and Asians would want to sustain ties with the United States in order to enjoy some negotiating leverage with Beijing and Moscow. Concerns about the reversal under Putin of many previously liberalized Russian foreign and defense policies and the longer-term growth of Chinese military power should help sustain regional support for keeping a robust U.S. military presence in Europe and Asia. A strengthening of Russia-Chinese defense links, perhaps within a SCO framework, could lead their neighbors to seek balance by moving even closer to Washington. Reassuring these governments that the United States is willing and capable of protecting their interests also helps dampen incentives for horizontal nuclear proliferation in those regions.
U.S. policymakers should also continue to encourage reconciliation between Russia and Japan. Better ties between Moscow and Tokyo would give Moscow an alternative to aligning with China on Asian security issues. Furthermore, stronger commercial ties between Moscow and Tokyo could improve the prospects that the two countries will resolve the Kurile Islands dispute, perhaps through some creative shared-sovereignty arrangement. The United States also has an interest in dampening differences between Japan and China. The accelerated development of the undersea energy resources in the Pacific Ocean would enhance the ability of all three countries to hedge against future disruptions of Persian Gulf oil supplies. The stubbornly persisting dispute between China and Japan over the two countries’ contested maritime claims has impeded progress on this issue. American policies can help moderate tensions by encouraging Chinese and Japanese leaders to focus on current opportunities—such as the development of the gas fields located in their disputed waters—rather than past differences.

The need to respond to North Korea’s nuclear program has created opportunities for improved U.S. and Japanese relations with China. Perhaps the most important difference between the 1994 Agreed Framework and the February 2007 denuclearization accord is the Chinese government’s far greater support of the 2007 settlement. From Beijing’s perspective, a successful outcome to the Six-Party process would both eliminate the problems that a North Korean nuclear arsenal would present for China and help reinforce perceptions of Beijing as a committed and influential regional security stakeholder.

Similarly, Russian and American leaders have cited their cooperation in managing the North Korean nuclear dispute as demonstrating that the two
governments can continue to work together in resolving important international security issues, despite their many bilateral differences. A future source of Sino-Russian tension might be how Beijing and Moscow respond to the U.S. position that the main players in any comprehensive peace settlement to replace the 1953 Korean War armistice should be confined to the two Koreas, China, and the United States. Such a settlement will presumably be in the offing after Korea’s denuclearization. Russian (and Japanese) officials are deeply concerned about security developments on the peninsula and have made clear their intent to remain engaged with Korean security issues. In addition, Russia’s involvement helps mitigate North Korean concerns about becoming overly dependent on China.

In a benign variation of “divide and conquer,” American officials should try to deprive their Chinese and Russian counterparts of opportunities to confront the United States jointly. When negotiating divisive issues with these two countries, U.S. representatives should seek the umbrella of an organization in which either China or Russia but not both is a member. For this reason, the NATO-Russian Council or the OSCE provides a better framework than the UNSC for resolving military differences between NATO members and Russia. NATO should consider establishing direct links with China in order to provide enhanced dialogue between the two mutually suspicious but important international actors. Similarly, Russian and Chinese concerns over BMD are best handled bilaterally. In this narrow respect, the exclusion of Russia from the envisaged four-party peace talks regarding the Korean peninsula does have the advantage of discouraging concerted Chinese-Russian action on that issue.
As a general rule, however, Washington should try to include Russia in East Asian institutions and negotiations. Such a policy would recognize that two-thirds of Russia’s territory lies in Asia and that many Russians identify their nation as Eurasian. Overtly circumscribing Russia’s role in East Asia as a matter of established policy would encourage Moscow to turn toward China. Integrating Russia into East Asia’s numerous (though weak) institutions would provide for Russian representation independent of Beijing. On balance, therefore, involving Moscow in any negotiations on a Korean Peace Treaty may well entail advantages that outweigh the associated disadvantages of having to increase the number of negotiating parties, and giving Pyongyang an opportunity to exploit divisions among the other participants.

China’s continued exclusion from bilateral Russian-American strategic nuclear arms control negotiations is already impeding U.S.-Russian progress in this area. The Chinese government has traditionally resisted participating in formal nuclear arms control agreements. During the Cold War, Chinese leaders saw superpower nonproliferation initiatives as an attempt to prevent China from developing its own nuclear deterrent. Since then, Beijing has stayed aloof from Russian-American strategic arms talks, arguing that their nuclear arsenals dwarf those of China. Yet the substantial decrease in Russian and U.S. nuclear forces is narrowing this gap. By 2012, Russia and the United States will reduce their strategic nuclear warheads to under 2,000 operational warheads. Depending on the pace of China’s future military buildup—which will be determined by many factors beyond the control of Moscow and Washington (e.g., Chinese domestic developments and how the Indian-Pakistani arms race
affects Beijing’s calculations)—the number of Chinese nuclear warheads could amount to hundreds, putting China on par with Britain and France.

Chinese officials have evinced a growing interest in multinational arms control during the past decade. Although the Chinese remain outside the Russian-American nuclear dialogue, Beijing now supports many international nonproliferation activities. Most recently, China has joined the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism, originally launched by Presidents Bush and Putin on the sidelines of the July 2006 G-8 summit in St. Petersburg. The initiative’s prime objective—denying terrorists access to nuclear materials—promotes a goal widely supported by Chinese security experts. Beijing has also undertaken a leading role in cooperating with Russia, the United States, and other countries to secure North Korea’s denuclearization. China’s expanding arms control horizons suggest an openness to consider novel strategic initiatives.

Involving China and other countries in certain U.S.-Russian arms control processes could facilitate progress between Moscow and Washington in this area and yield ancillary benefits regarding other security issues. For example, if China, India, and Pakistan would subscribe to the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, it would reduce the unpredictability of the South Asian arms race, one consequence of which might be to induce Moscow and Washington to hedge substantially against a potential Chinese nuclear buildup. In recent months, Russian officials have been urging joint Russian-U.S. initiatives aimed at transforming bilateral Cold War arms control treaties into multilateral frameworks that could encompass many more countries.308
American efforts to dissuade Russia from selling arms to China will have to focus on particularly destabilizing systems. For reasons discussed earlier, the Russians will want to continue to sell weapons to China. A robust U.S. attempt to prevent such arms sales would prove counterproductive. However, cogent strategic analysis demonstrating the need to avoid transferring weapons that could enhance China’s ability to project military power far beyond its borders might find a receptive ear in some Russian policymakers who worry about harming Russia’s relations with Washington or its Asian allies. In any case, clarifying the quantity and quality of Russian arms sales to China remains exceptionally important, as does securing some type of Western observer presence at future SCO or bilateral military exercises. Chinese and Russian officials need to understand that other countries might respond to the sales and exercises by assuming the worst and increasing their own defense efforts, which in turn could heighten security anxieties in China and perhaps Russia. From such escalatory spirals, dangerous arms races can arise.

Notwithstanding Beijing’s past self-exclusion, inviting Chinese representatives to enter into trilateral arms control talks with Russia and the United States might induce their participation, since it would underline China’s status as a great power. Important issues warranting trilateral discussions could include reducing strategic nuclear forces, banning ASAT weapons, and especially managing the ballistic missile proliferation that is driving global interest in controversial BMD technologies.

In this regard, U.S. BMD programs should not be permitted even to appear to undermine the viability of Russia’s or China’s nuclear deterrent. That both Russia
and China possess secure retaliatory nuclear forces removes a common factor underpinning most military alliances—shared vulnerability. Each state can defend itself, by itself. China’s and Russia’s assured capacity to launch a retaliatory nuclear strike against the United States or other countries (including each other) allows them—up to a point—to regard U.S. military superiority with a degree of equanimity. No currently envisaged U.S. BMD architecture could negate this capacity, and the quixotic pursuit of one would drive China and Russia closer together.

Although differences persist among governments regarding the nuclear challenge emanating from North Korea and Iran, opportunities exist for greater cooperation even in this divisive area. Recent developments have engendered widespread recognition that the existing nuclear nonproliferation structure requires a major overhaul to deal with the spread of civilian nuclear energy programs and the emergence of transnational proliferation networks operating independently of national governments. In addition, opportunities for national nonproliferation logrolling exist, where Nation A helps mitigate Nation B’s proliferation concerns in exchange for Nation B’s help in mitigating Nation A’s proliferation concerns. Consider the possibilities. Whereas the United States is clearly concerned more than China or Russia about the nuclear aspirations of North Korea and Iran, Russian officials have long worried about Pakistan’s role as a proliferator. The Chinese government does not want Japan or Taiwan to develop nuclear weapons, but Chinese security experts have expressed concern that terrorists might acquire a North Korean nuclear explosive device and use it inside China.309 Most Japanese citizens would still prefer to see a non-nuclear
Japan in a world of few nuclear weapons states rather than a situation in which Japan is one of many nuclear powers. That preference, however, is not immutable.

These cross-cutting concerns mean that opportunities still exist for the world’s leading nuclear energy suppliers to cooperate on nonproliferation issues. In particular, there are opportunities to expand American-Chinese-Russian collaboration in the area of developing a more secure global arrangement for supplying nuclear fuel for power generation. At present, Moscow, Washington, and other governments are pursuing parallel but largely independent initiatives to limit the spread of sensitive nuclear technologies, such as uranium enrichment or plutonium reprocessing, by establishing multinational mechanisms that would guarantee uranium fuel supplies to countries that renounce developing their own nuclear fuel manufacturing facilities. A potential avenue for such cooperation would be the U.S.-led Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP), which seeks to meet growing international demand for civilian nuclear energy while simultaneously promoting the use of more proliferation-resistant reactor technologies.

One complex issue concerns U.S. efforts to promote democracy in Eurasia. On the one hand, Americans’ political beliefs and U.S. domestic politics mean that the U.S. Government and American-affiliated nongovernment organizations will ordinarily seek to support Western-style democratic political systems and other civil liberties in Russia, China, and other authoritarian Eurasian countries. On the other hand, aggressive democracy promotion could easily drive the Chinese and Russian political leaders together to defend their regimes. One tactic that might help minimize these invariable tensions is to exploit Russians’ general support for democratic political principles and
rejection of the “Asian-style” authoritarian political systems. One reason Putin felt obliged to retire from the presidency, rather than join the “president for life club” common in Central Asia, was the widespread Russian belief that he should not rule Russia like an Oriental despot.

When attendees at the February 2008 Munich Security Conference criticized Russia for adopting a Chinese-style one-party political system, First Deputy Prime Minister Sergei Ivanov testily but disingenuously replied that “we don’t have a Chinese model. We have a multi-party system.” During his speech to the conference, Ivanov stressed that most Russians saw themselves as Europeans, underscoring one advantage the transatlantic community will have over China in competing for Russians’ allegiance.

Prudent planning requires preparing for the failure of these shaping policies, especially since their success depends on many factors beyond the immediate control of the U.S. Government. For example, their country’s economic and military revival makes Russians more relaxed about China’s rising strength in these areas. A return to Brezhnev-era stagnation, or a repeat of the economic and political free fall of the early 1990s, would intensify fears of Russia’s becoming a power subordinate to Beijing.

In addition, American policymakers may decide that they must deploy robust BMD systems around parts of Russia’s and China’s peripheries to deal with threats from Iran and North Korea. Such moves risk inducing Moscow and Beijing to pool their diplomatic and military resources to counter the systems. Any offensive operation against either Tehran or Pyongyang, regardless of its intent, would risk driving China and Russia even more closely together, since such
operations would invariably require circumventing the UNSC, where the Chinese and Russian ambassadors could veto any such action. Another wave of color revolutions in Eurasia could also stimulate anti-Western security cooperation between Beijing and Moscow even if Western democracy-promotion efforts contributed little to the upheavals.

The risks of failing to hedge against potential adverse outcomes in relations with China and Russia became evident in 2005. Emboldened by his country’s improving ties with Beijing and Moscow, Uzbek leader Islam Karimov abruptly turned against the United States and its allies after they criticized his government for failing to permit an international inquiry into the Andijan crackdown. Western countries then helped persuade Kyrgyz authorities not compel hundreds of refugees from Andijan to return back to Uzbekistan against their wishes. On July 29, 2005, the Uzbek government instructed U.S. military forces to vacate within 180 days their most important military base in Central Asia, i.e., Karshi-Khanabad (K-2), in southwestern Uzbekistan. One reason for the divided, confused, and largely ineffectual American response to the Andijan massacre was that U.S. officials appear not to have developed contingency plans to cope with such an incident.

Fortunately, many of the best shaping strategies will also position the United States well to respond to adverse developments regarding China and Russia. Sustaining robust forward-based military forces, strengthening security relations with NATO and Japan, and encouraging military transparency and defense spending restraint in China and Russia through arms control will all facilitate an effective U.S. response to any serious deterioration in relations with Beijing and Moscow.
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